Engravers Available at Public Library
Aid In Recovery of Stolen Property

by Rosemary Cipolla
“ It helps in the recovery of
stolen goods,” said Lieutenant
LeBoeuf of the Providence Police
Department, “but to be honest
with you, not many people use it,”
continued the lieutenant about the
engraver.
The engraver is an instrument

that looks like “a portable, electric
pen," according to Mrs. Laurence
R. Hindle, Head of Circulation at
the Providence Public Library.
The engraver is available with
use of a library card for a rental of
three days. It is a tool used to label
marks of identification on objects
“depending on the surface,” said
Mrs. Hindle.

“ Bicycles, different appliances,
televisions, radios and tires,” can
be engraved as well as other items
of expense.
“ It helps to protect and identify
your valuables. It does go out very
often,” said Mrs. Hindle. “ People
apparently have success in using
it,” she continued. "I think it is a

good idea and people respond to

*"We highly recommend it,"
stated Lieutenant LeBoeuf.
When asked if it actually
prevents burglary, Lieutenant
LeBoeuf responded negatively, it
aids the process of recovery of
stolen items since ownership would
be proved, he explained.
" People must prove that it (the
item) is theirs,” said the lieutenant.

" More often that not, they can not
identify it (the object) and the per
son arrested for the burglary keeps
the stolen article.”
This form of a proof of purchase
used to identify stolen goods is not
taken advantage of as much as the
police department would like. The
stolen items cannot be identified
See ENGRAVERS P. 3

Adams Announces
Appointment of New
USA President
On Thursday, October 17, Matt judge him as a competent and

Forty teams of P.C. students competed against each other in last weekend's Volleyball tournament.
The tournament, sponsored by the Knights of Columbus, was organized to raise money for Muscular
Dystrophy. (Cowl Photo by Mary Ann Doyle)

PC Announces Key Leaders
For Annual Fund Drive

William D. Slattery, Jr., of
Pawtucket, RI, president of the
William D. Slattery Real Estate
Agency, has been named general
chairman of Providence College’s
1985-86 Annual Fund Drive.
Slattery, a 1953 PC alumnus,
will be responsible for the overall
coordination of all phases of
solicitation of the college’s annual
fundraising program.
Slattery will be assisted by
Associate Chairman Joseph R.
DiStefano, Esq., president of

Capital Properties in Providence.
DiStefano, a resident of
Jamestown, RI, is a 1959 graduate
of PC.
The 1985-86 Annual Fund Drive
marks the second year that the fun
draising program will be part of the
larger “ Campaign for Providence
College,” led by Chairman Fran
cis L. Gragnani '40. Launched last
year in conjunction with the
dedication of St. Thomas Aquinas
Priory-Gragnani Dominican
Center, PC hopes to raise $25

INSIDE

Cat On a Hot Tin Roof
The Trinity Repertory Company is producing Cat On A Hot
Tin R o o f by Tennessee Williams. For a preview see the Arts
and Entertainment section on page 11.

Sports Preview
For a full preview of all winter
sports see the Cowl’s special
Winter Sports preview pull out.
The Basketball Team and The
Hockey Team are both expec
ting big years.

PC Grad Now Directs on TV

An interview with John Bowab who graduated from PC in
1955. He relates his experiences as director of such hit televi
sion programs as Soap. Who' s the Boss and The Facts o f Life.

million over the next four-six years
for new campus construction, im
provements of existing facilities,
financial support for academic pro
grams and increasing the college's
endowment.
The 1984-85 year was the most
successful in the history of Providence College. A total of
$3,532,265 was contributed by
10,104 donors. Of this amount,
1,098,894 was realized through
pledges of undesignated gifts to the
college’s Annual Fund. Payment
on special long-term pledges for
capital projects, as part of the Cam
paign for Providence College,
equaled $2,433,371. In addition,
the percentage of alumni participa
tion rose from 44-46 percent, more
than twice the national average.
Slattery, who served as associate
chairman of last year’s recordbreaking campaign, is also a
member of the Capital Campaign
Executive Committee, the Pro
vidence College Alumni Board of
Governors, and the Providence
College President’s Council. In ad
dition, he is also a member of the
Executive Board of the Catholic
Charity Fund.
Active in numerous community
organizations, DiStefano is a
member of the Bishop’s Council of
Patrons of St. Joseph’s Hospital
and the advisory board of the Big
Brothers of Rhode Island. He also
serves as chairman of the Rhode
Island Board of Elections.
Others named to key leadership
posts for the 1985-86 Annual Fund
are:
See FUND. p. 3

Adams, president of the class of '87
and founder of the United Students
Association, announced the ap
pointment of D.J. Bullard, '88, as
the new president of the
association.
The association itself was
decidedly formed in the midst of
various problems on and off the
PC campus. Adams believes that
an association such as U.S.A. is
necessary in order to make students
aware of their rights as Rhode
Island citizens. Because the offcampus students are for the most
part non-voting residents, it is the
U.S.A’s concern that the city of
Providence’s council men are pro
viding other voting residents of the
Providence College neighborhood
with more services than the PC
students.
For example, if off-campus par
ties are continually happening, any
neighbor has every right to call
their council men and complain.
Because these councilmen represent
the people that vote for them, they
are obliged to react to that com
plaint. Thus, there is the possibili
ty of extensive police pressure sur
rounding all off campus activities.
The United Students Association
plans to take action, not necessarily
against the system, but as a sortof mediator and informer for all
Providence College students.
When Matt Adams was asked
why he appointed D.J. as presi
dent, he replied, “ I personally

f

capable individual who has shown
concern for the issues the U.S.A.
plans to address in the near
future." Adams also stated, " My
job is to get the ball rolling and
D.J.'s job is to keep it rolling.”
What exactly will the United
Students Association be doing here
at Providence College?
“ Our primary intent is to get
students to register to vote,”
Adams stated. By maintaining a
registration table in lower Slavin,
the U.S.A. hopes to have two thou
sand PC students registered to vote
this year, including seniors.
The U.S.A. will not abandon the
students after they register,
however. As the new president,
Bullard stated, “Once they register
to vote, we will mail them out in
formation as to whom the United
Students Association has chosen to
endorse and why. We will also in
form them where to vote and
when.”
The U.S.A.’s first endorsement
has already been announced as be
ing Chris Nocera, a candidate for
the Constitutional Convention
Representative for the eighth
district. Adams revealed that
through his merits as a candidate,
Nocera would provide Providence
College with the greatest services,
unlike his opponents. Nocera took
the initiative at Providence College
by calling up and offering to aid the
students in registering to vote. His
See USA. p. 3
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D.J. Bullard, '88 , president of the United Students Association, ad
dresses questions at a recent press conference. The conference was
held to announce the appointment of Ballard as president of the
organization.
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Schneider
Announces
Financial
Equity Act
Rep. Claudine Schneider an
nounced the introduction of the
Student Financial Assistance Equi
ty Act. This legislative is designed
to achieve educational between the
sexes in the awarding of college
financial assistance.
Rep. Schneider, a long-time ad
vocate for broad coverage of Title
IX of the Civil Rights Act, noted
that women are not given a fair
shot at federal financial aid dollars,
including Pell Grants, GSL’s and
National Direct Student Loans. In
a statement released today, Rep.
Schneider noted that:
*While more women receive stu
dent aid than men, their awards are
smaller.....
•Women are more likely to
receive aid in the form of loans
rather than grants.....
*Only four percent of lowincome women received guaranteed
student loans in 1981 compared to
ten percent of low-income men.
The Student Financial Assistance
Equity Act, which will be con
sidered during work on the reauthorization of the 1985 Higher
Education Act, addresses these
facts. Rep. Schneider said, “As the
cost of postsecondary education
continues to skyrocket, it is more
important than ever that women
are treated fairly in federal finan
cial assistance programs. Women’s
lives have changed dramatically
over the past twenty years; it is only
fitting that our national educa 
tional policies reflect their chang
ing needs.”

The Far Side
of Gary Larson

Don’t miss Frank Santos, Rrated hypnotist this Friday in '64
Hall. Two shows at 8:00 and 10:00
pm. Tickets $2.00 in advance and
$3.00 at the door.
October 31 movie— Halloween
in '64 Hall. Shows at 8:00 and

10:00 pm. Admission $2.00
October 29 Men tux fittings in
Slavin for JRW.
Also-- make sure to buy your
student coupon tickets booklets in
Lower Slavin for $40!!! ______
These 6 energetic boys were among the many who tried out for the
basketball cheerleading squad.

How will you meet the
high cost of higher education?

No one faces cancer alone.
Call us.

i

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
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TYPE
4210401

719 Fleet Bank Building
Providence. Rhode Island
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TYPING
SERVICE
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421-7080
Writers’ Block Cured
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Apply now for an
8% student loan
from Marine Midland
With Marine's Guaranteed Student Loans, quali
fied undergraduates can get up to $2,500 a
year and graduate students up to $5,000 a year
to help finance college costs. You won’t have to
start paying a penny of it back until six months
after you leave school and then at only 8%
annual interest.
Check with your Financial Aid Office about
Marines Guaranteed Student Loans.

And. if you need additional financing or if you
don't qualify for a Guaranteed Student Loan, ask
about our Auxiliary Loans to Assist Students
(ALAS).
For more information, call 1-800-448-3400
Ext. 75 or write:
MMB Education Loans
P.O. Box 10595
Rochester, N.Y. 14610
YOU CAN

M A K E IT H A P P E N W IT H

MARINE
#

M A R IN E M ID L A N D B A N K
Marine Midland Bank. I

NEWS
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Planned
Parenthood
Director
To Speak

President Reagen met recently with the committee on social and administrative affairs of the Eagle Park Independent Club. The topics
covered were the price of meat pies and the possibility of having “cost of living" play on the club.

Off-Cam pus Phone Books to
be Sold Starting Next W eek
by Jennifer McGee
Congress President Mike Reagan
opened the October 21 meeting by
administering the oath of office to
the newly elected freshmen class
officers.

Congress
News

Treasurer Maura McVay men
tioned to obtain the facilities of the
AV Department one must go to her
three days before.
Food Committee chairperson
Christy Julian announced the
possibility of candlelight dinners in
Raymond Cafeteria.
Heather Wesseley, chairperson
of the Co-ed Dorm Committee has
scheduled a meeting for Thursdays
at 6:45. All are encouraged to at
tend. Three sub-committees have
been formed: research, headed by
John DiCarlo, administration,
headed by Tricia Brennen, and
survey, headed by Pat Sears.
The BOP will be holding the
following events: Saturday October
26: Last Resort Social, day trip to
Fanueil Hall, and the movie
* FUND
(Continued from p. 1)
Charles M. Borkoski '77 and
Kathleen A. Bello '75 both of Pro
vidence, Dean’s Club co-chairman.
Kathleen Caldwell Taddie '75 of
Portsmouth, RI and Jay G. Conway '76 of Providence, Century
Club co-chairman.
Mr. & Mrs. John T. Ward of
Huntington Bay, New York,
Parents’ Fund co-chairmen.
Judith K. Jamieson of Pro
vidence, RI, and Dr. John K.
Primeau of North Providence,
Non-Alumni Faculty/Staff cochairmen.
Robert A. Riesman of Pro
vidence, RI, Corporations &
Friends chairman.
James A. O'Leary, Esq. '63 of
West Warwick, RI, Alumni Divi
sional chairman.

Gremlins. Sunday, October 27
Psycho. Friday, November 1,
Halloween Mixer.
The Board of Minority Student
Affairs will be holding a reception
Sunday for all students who are
recipients of the Martin Luther
King Scholarship. Father Cunn
ingham will attend.
John West of the Commuter
Board announced the sale of offcampus phone books to begin
Wednesday.
Resident Board President Pat
Sears announced the winners of a
successful Battle of the Dorms:
McVinney and McDermott. Fire
proofing will be October 30. Col
onel’s Corner is scheduled to open
November 8.
A Corporation meeting will be
held next Wednesday, October 30.
Kevin Coughlin, COA Represen
tative, announced the approval of
the '86-’87 school year calendar. A
new census has been taken. The
Class of '89 has 1017 students,
whereas the Class of '86 has 872
students.
Class of '87 JRW buy backs will
be held Thursday, October 24. The
movie Halloween will be shown on
Halloween.
Francis L. Gragnani '40 of
Washington, DC, chairman of In
corporator’s and Founders Club.
Joseph D. McGann, Jr. '67 of
North Smithfield, RI and Kevin C.
Phelan '66 of Wellesley, MA,
President’s Club co-chairman.
Paul M. Lenhan '72 of North
Attleboro, MA and Robert
J. Paci, Esq. '64 of Providence, RI,
Vice President’s Club co-chairman.

environmental
action
foundation
724 Dupont Circle Building
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone (202) 659-9682

Club Notes

WDOM

Congratulations to Tom Archer
'87, who has been selected to be the
color commentator for the Friar
Hockey broadcasts this year. He
joins play-by-play man, Jim
Giaimo. WDOM will broadcast all
home and away games until
January 1; and all home games un
til the end of the season.
Kevin O’Shea and Mike Sullivan
have been appointed public service
coordinators of WDOM. The two
will be handling the large task of
scheduling all public service
announcements.
Keep an ear open for “Around
the Town,” a nightly update of
club dates, movie listings, art
shows, and much more. These
segments will air prior to the public
affair call-in shows at 5 pm every
night.
Also, there is a general meeting
tonight, Wednesday, at 7 pm in '64
Hall. Attendance is mandatory for
all.
There will be a Phi Chi Club
meeting tonight, Oct., 23, at 6:30
pm. in Slavin, Room 103.
A WDOM General Meeting will
be held tonight, Oct., 23, at 7:00
pm. in Slavin, '64 Hall. Con
gratulations to Mike Sullivan and
Kevin O’Shea who have been ap
pointed
Public Service
Coordinators.
Debate Team Practice will be on
Thursday, Oct., 24, at 6:30 pm. in

Slavin Room 113.
Council for Exceptional
Children (CEC) is featuring a
Halloween fund raiser in Lower
Slavin, Oct. 21-Oct. 25. Dress up
as yourself or in a costume and
send a Halloween picture greeting
to your friends. Only $2 each.

USA

Thus, if the U.S.A. informs offcampus residents as to when to put
their trash out and if they get the
students to assist in some sort of
collection, this problem can be
solved rather easily. Not only will
the neighbors appreciate it, but it
will show that some Providence
College students have the class to
make their residential area
presentable.
This week, the first meeting of
the United Students Association
will take place, and attendance is
expected from the heads of every
major student organization.

opponents took no such action.
Of course, no one is obligated to
vote for whom the U.S.A. is endor
sing. They are acting solely as
informers.
Another U.S.A. action will be to
hold a garbage collection event in
and around the PC campus,
possibly monthly. It is believed that
the surrounding neighborhoods are
upset with the garbage and debris
PC students have a tendency to
unload onto the streets.

ROTC

The Reserve Officer Training
Corps is off to a great year once
again at Providence College. The
detachment started the year an
nouncing the awards won by the
cadets at Advanced Camp held this
summer at Fort Bragg, NC. Includ
ed in those announcements were
seventeen cadets who were
designated Distinguished Military
Students.
The training for the Military
Science III cadets getting ready for
camp this summer has also begun.
This training includes regular
physical conditioning and
classroom work. These cadets have
also attended a weekend training
period that included rappelling. At
the present time, the cadets are
preparing for a practical exercise in
land navigation (the use of com
passes and maps) at Fort Devens on
the 26 of October.
Anyone interested in ROTC and
the advantages it offers college
students, can contact Captain Riley
in the offices in Alumni Hall.

Mary Ann Sorrentino, Executive
Director of Planned Parenthood of
Rhode Island will be one of several
Rhode Islanders joining other
speakers from across the country at
the eighteenth annual conference of
the American Italian Historical
Association to be held this year in
Providence, November 7-9 at the
Biltmore Plaza.
Ms. Sorrentino will be on the
panel for the session on Italian
American Women; and her topic
will be “The Conflict of Italian
American Feminist-- Roots vs.
Wings.” Her focus will be on the
struggle of Italian American
women who have sought to achieve
equal status in our American socie
ty while facing the usual barriers
other women have faced, as well as
their particular ethnic struggle with
their stereotypical roles and values
based on the culture of their Italian
roots.
Sorrentino is a native of Rhode
Island who studied at the Univer
sity of Florence in Italy in the
Faculty of Demography and
Economics. She will also par
ticipate in an international con
ference to be held in June of 1986,
at the University of Bologna in Ita
ly on the subject of Outpatient
Sterilization Care. She has served,
and continues to serve, on several
Boards of Directors in the com
munity including the Greater Pro
vidence YWCA, The Women’s
Center, and the Lily and Catello
Sorrentino Memorial Scholarship
Fund of which she is a trustee. That
fund, created in memory of her late
parents, exists to assist individuals
over 40 to return to degree pro
grams at the college level. One
reason the fund was founded, ac
cording to Sorrentino, was
“ because my own mother was a
feminist in her own right, without
the benefit of the formal higher
education she would have loved to
have had. Hopefully this fund will
allow other women, and men, who
may have missed their opportuni
ty for higher learning at an earlier
age to undertake it after 40.”
Since 1977, Sorrentino has serv
ed as the Executive Director of
Planned Parenthood of Rhode
Island, the state’s oldest family
planning facility and the first birth
control clinic in New England. She
has been an outspoken advocate
for reproductive freedom and
women’s rights and she sees the
AIHA Conference as “a unique
opportunity to combine my profes
sional and personal experience as
a professional woman and the pro
ud product of a fine ItalianAmerican tradition.”

Engravers

From Page 1
since serial numbers are not usual
ly recorded by the retailer,
wholesaler or owner according to
Lt. LeBoeuf, and many times the
burglar “ rips o f f " the serial
number plates.
But if an item is engraved with
a Social Security Number and an
address then it is obvious who is the
owner.
Editor's note: Rosemary Cipolla's
by-line was inadvertently omitted
from the October 16 issue o f the
Cowl. The news article was entitl
ed “New Policy For The
Rathskellar All Can Use It”.
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EDITORIALS

Dedicated, Unique
People Wanted For
Peace Corps
This Thursday, October 24 there will be a Peace Corps In
formation Booth in lower Slavin Center from 9 am to 2:30 pm.
The Peace Corps is volunteer organization which tries to help
undernourished and illiterate people in the Third World become
self-sufficient.
Volunteers are needed in all areas from Agriculture to Health
Services. Being a volunteer entails giving two years of your life
to the Peace C o rp s .
Hearing the name Peace Corps usually scares people, they
think of being placed in an unknown country with no food or
clothes or communication with home. This is not the case.
A person who decides to give their time, dedication, and
talent for the job will be properly trained. It takes approximate
ly eight to sixteen weeks to adapt the skills necessary for the
program one chooses.
There are many areas to choose from. For example, if a per
son interested in improving nutrition, education and the
economy through direct aid, he or she will choose the Com
munity Development program.
As a member of a college community we realize education
has top priority in any nation, developing or not. Only through
education will people be able to fulfill their needs when the
volunteers have gone. That is why the education program is
so important.
It must be stated that volunteering for the Peace Corps “The
Toughest Job You’ll Ever Love” is not glamorous or easy. Peo
ple who give their time are very special people.
The countries are underdeveloped. There minimal facilities
to teach in, and one needs patience and a sense of committ
ment to overcome day to day life.
I f there is any interest at all to volunteer stop by the booth
in Slavin on Thursday or go to the Job Placement Center
(Room 105).
According to the Peace Corps pamphlets “ The rewards are
great but will not come until you have put in months of ef
fort. You must be eager to solve problems, be dedicated, flex
ible and sensitive to people-- want to help them more than you
want your own successes."
Two years of a life time is not so much to ask of a person.
The Peace Corps is not a life time committment but a short
term rewarding experience of giving one’s self to others in need
isn’t that what life is all about?
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Wisdom Looking Beyond
Anyone Bearing Gifts
When Admiral Rickover got his
knuckles rapped for taking gifts
from General Dynamics (“ Navy
tells of EB’s 'trinkets’ to
Rickover,” Providence Journal ,
June 5), his plight highlighted the
quandary faced by many public
servants.
When is a gift proper? When is
it a subtle form of influence? When
is it equivalent to graft? Can a
public servant prevent the innocent
acceptance of gifts from marring
his future career? Is the public at
large able to distinguish between
“ innocent” gifts and those that
undermine good government?
Giving gifts to public officials is
rife, and political leaders who
engineer grand designs of power
and wealth get the most expensive
gifts. Bureaucrats in positions to
obstruct or expedite the business of
government receive presents pro
portionate to the clout they wield.
Exchanging gifts is a practice
sanctioned by the business world:
customers, clients, purchasers are
accustomed to “goodwill” gifts. It
does not take long, however,
before the public servant realizes
that all the gifts he receives are not
simply symbols of goodwill,
gestures of civil gratitude or tokens
of admiration.
The very term “gift" is quite ex
tensive. Besides objects of
economic value, it embraces ser
vices, accomodations, loans,
favors, trips, entertainment, etc. A
gift might be as small as a bottle of
whiskey at Christmas or as big as
a mid-winter cruise on the Carib
bean. Given the number and varie
ty of gifts, how can a public servant
or the observing public distinguish
the largess of corruption from the
symbol of friendship?
"A gift is not a bribe; one is evil
and the other is a tangible expres
sion of friendship,” said President
Eisenhower, as he defended his
aide for imprudently accepting a
vicuna coat and other gifts. But
citizens were scandalized and made
it clear that more than a question
of prudence was involved. Indeed,

in trying to analyze the morality of
accepting gifts in public life, one
must take into account factors
other than the intent of the donor.
Obviously, if a gift is offered and
accepted with the intention that
some misuse of office, some exer
cise of influence, some special
favor or privilege will ensue, then,
no matter what the private mask or
public pretext employed, the gift is
improper if not criminal. Improper
intent on the part of the giver and
receiver marks the gift as clearly
something other than a gift in the
normal use of the word.
More subtle is the case in which
the impropriety is intended only by
the donor: how does the receiver,
or the public, know that it is not
really proper? Subtler still, there
may be no improper intent at all,
even on the part of the donor; how
does the receiver, or the public,
know that it is not really proper?

Joseph
Lennon
Subtler still, there may be no im
proper intent at all, even on the
part of the donor; how do the
receiver and the public make a
judgement of propriety in this
case?
The customary exchange of gifts
by old friends, the gifts that set up
conflict of interest situations and
the criminally corruptive gift all
look identical on the surface. How
can an impartial observer know
that one gift is perfectly proper and
the other is criminally corruptive?
This surface identity means that
in the public eye, the gift innocently
intended is just as suspect as the
corrupt gift. Nor is the suspicion il
logical; it is a legitimate inference
from the data of appearances. The
dangers historically connected with
gift-giving in public life are ample
warrant for the inference. The ex
istence of this type of conflict of in

terest situation is just as dangerous
to good government as conflict of
interests deliberately set up for pro
fit. The public cannot distinguish
one gift from another.
Even the officeholder of highest
personal integrity is not safe from
the dangers of the conflict-ofinterest gift. Suppose, for instance,
and honest businessman transac
ting business with the government
through an officeholder offers him
a gift-- standard procedure for the
businessman who is trying to win
and maintain good will with a
potential customer.
The officeholder cannot accept
the gift as if he were a private
citizen or a businessman on equal
footing with the donor of the gift.
He could reciprocate the goodwill
which the gift symbolizes, only in
the name of the public; but it is
quite clear the public does not want
any such favoring of private
interests.
In short, accepting the gift would
be unethical, first, because there is
no discoverable title to justify ac
cepting it, and second, because it
endangers the trust publicly repos
ed in the officeholder. “ Presents
and gifts blind the eyes of
judges...” (Eccls., XX.31)
Giving gifts to public servants is
insidious because it diminishes con
fidence in government and creates
the impression that gifts are
necessary to expedite public
business. “That is the way you get
things done.”
Some public servants cope with
the gift problem by adopting rigid
rules for their own conductrefusing all gifts, accepting only
gifts of small value, turning over all
gifts to the government. But more
is needed than private integrity and
subjective good judgment. That is
why most states, including Rhode
Island, have adopted a code of
ethics for employees and spell out
clearly that gift taking for services
rendered is strictly forbidden.
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Clarification of Statements About
Mailroom Policies and Procedures

Letters

Garbage and Appearance
of Slavin Bother Alumnus
Dear Editor;
As a concerned alumnus I write
you in reference to your recent
editorial on the poor maintenance
of the library and Slavin Center.
During a recent visit I was most
impressed by the effort that has
been done on the beauty of the
campus in general. However, two
particular areas were a total
disaster. As I visited Slavin Center
I was most embarrassed by the
large amount of garbage and

general lack of up-keep.
These are two areas of concern
to our present and past students.
They are the center of an institu
tion of higher learning.
The administration should be
very embarrassed by their general
lack of awareness and inaction. A
major move should be made to im
prove the quality of these two im
portant facilities. Like now! Your
editorial is right-on!
Unnamed

Sympathy and Understanding
by Friends Greatly Appreciated
the deep down hurt and knew
someday I would bounce back.
Thanks for the hugs and thanks
just standing there when
-- who were there for me when for evennot
know what else to do.
my sister Chris died-- who youIt did
has
been
road but
listened-- who cried with me— who we made it... aandlongjusthard
maybe? we
helped me laugh again-- who knew
are better for it.
it would not be easy but stuck
I love you,
beside me just the same-- who saw Pam O’Donnell
through the anger, the pain, and

Thanks to all of you-- my true
friends,

Dear Editor;
We the Slavin Center Mailroom
people unanimously agreed that
some of the statements in the Oct.
16, 1985 edition of the Cowl regar
ding the mailroom were absolute
ly unequivocally false. 1.) The stu
dent mailroom 117 is never, never
closed between 12:00 p.m. and 1:00
p.m. as stated in your editorial. 2.)

tion over that because we do not
In regards to the corner rooms: work on Sundays. It appears to us
“ seems to be locked all weekend " that the “ freedom of the press” is
(was your exact terminology) you reserved only for those who own
actually did not say it was closed one. News and truth are not the
all weekend but you implied that it same thing.
The cartoon depicts us as a
was. For your information those
corner rooms are opened every bunch of lazy, stupid morons
day, including Saturday. As far as which we strongly resent and de
Sundays go we have no juristica- mand a public, written apology.

Dear Editor
Octoberfest is annual Providence
College event that allows alumni to
reminisce about a part of their part,
and to become reacquainted with
my friends, and current campus
activities. Last weekend, many
members of the Class of '85 were
informed of a change in the selec
tion process of the PC Basketball
Cheerleading squad. It is on their
behalf that I write this letter an
voice and opinion by bringing this
grievance to your attention.
According to some very reliable
sources, the means of selecting the
basketball cheerleaders has been
modernized, but not completely
thought through.
From my understanding, poten
tial cheerleaders were requested to
perform before a panel that had
limited experience in regard to the
knowledge of dancing,
cheerleading, and choreography. I
was informed that some dancers
felt their obvious talent was

unrecognized and unappreciated.
From the results of the chosen
1985-86 squad, it is obvious that no
planning has gone into the future
of this program, for there were no
juniors selected. This leaves little
hope for an experienced senior to
guide the squad with proven leader
ship ability.
Be mindful, I am not asking for
you to reactivate a member (or
members) cut in this years try-out.
Rather, I request that you reevaluate your selection process.
The members of the selection com
mittee should be examined so that
those making the final decisions
can rightfully do so.
I wholeheartedly believe that a
proven, qualified cheerleader has
been denied her right to continue
to make a positive contribution to
the school and the team as she has
done for the past two years.
What does this say of Providence
College when they take away a stu
dent’s identity? That student is left

Unfair Selection Process of
Current Basketball Cheerleaders

N

Has Arrive D
R ight

am e:

with an empty and negative void of
what used to part of their school
spirit. We have lost a productive
asset to our basketball team and
our school.
A concerned member of the Class
of '85

Select Few Play
(Not so funny)
Practical Joke

Dear Editor;

It may be to PC’s best interest
if the Admissions Department
made personal interviews man
datory before the acceptance pro
cedure begins each year. This may
enhance the already fine quality of
students at PC by sifting out a few
bad eggs that happen to make their
way into the basket.
Continued on P. 6
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Egyptian Airliner by U.S.

Imagine a football game between
the Chicago Bears and Harvard. Im
agine that the Ivy Leaguers have
been holding the Bears, running up
a little yardage, but even so the out
come is never in doubt. The Bears
get the ball. They run. They pass.
They blow the Harvards right off
the field. And then, with the game
a lopsided victory, they spike the
ball.
In its own way, the United States
has been spiking the ball. When it
comes to the snatching of the Egyp
tian airliner, the United States
somehow thinks that it has pulled
something off-- a real coup, a
dashing military blow. The Presi
dent, when asked if he would
apologize to Egypt, vows “ Never!”
and other administration officials,
confusing the downing of a civilian
plane with the battles mentioned in
the Marine Hymn, echo similar
statements.

Richard
Cohen
Once again, tough, Defense
Secretary Casper Weinberger has
inadvertently put his finger on the
truth. He compared the snatching
of the Egyptian airliner with the
Grenada invasion and in that he
was absolutely right. Grenada, too,
was much ado about nearly
nothing-- the swamping of a dot in
the ocean by the forces of the
mightiest nation on earth. The
island could have been taken by
any precinct of New York cops in
half a day.
No m atter. Grenada is

Weinberger’s only war and he has
to make-do. That might explain
why he talks about it as if it were
the battle of the Bulge, San Juan
Hill, Gettysburg and Saratoga all
rolled into one and why, inciden
tally, the Pentagon awarded medals
to anyone who even considered go
ing on the island—precisely 8,663
in all. Now the snatching of the
Egyptian plane is being given the
same treatment. A great nation is
showing a petty streak.
I don’t mean to suggest that the
United States was wrong in forcing
the Egyptian plane to land in Sici
ly. The government has an obliga
tion, both moral and legal, to pro
tect the lives of American citizens
or to bring their killers to justice.
If those killers happen to be on
Egyptian planes, so be it. Neither
do I mean to suggest that after
several years of being thrilled to
death that we finally were able to
do something.
But a little perspective, please.
The enormous Sixth Fleet, part of
the umpty-ump trillion-dollar
military, forced an unarmed
civilian airliner to land where it did
not want to land. Nice-- but no big
deal. When you can read the radio
transmissions, when you know the
markings of the plane, when you
have radar and Buck Rogers
devices of all kinds, you are not ex
actly bringing down an eagle with
a slingshot. If several trillion
dollars can’t get an airliner to land
in Sicily, what can it get?
And a little respect and apprecia
tion for the Egyptians. They are
not our enemy, but our friends.
Like the Syrians, they could have
told the terrorists on the Achilles

Lauro to shove off—that they
would have nothing to do with
them. Instead, in an effort to save
lives, they brought the ship into
their port and opened negotiations
that were concluded in a fashion
unacceptable to the United States.
While they do not deserve an
apology, neither do they deserve
contempt.
The real danger in the aftermath
of the Achille Lauro incident is not
just that Egyptian, Italian and U.S.
relations will suffer but also our
hold on reality as well. If
Weinberger et al truly believe that
the incident proves anything other
than overwhelming might can be a
tactical advantage, then they are
off into ga-ga land. More
dangerous by far then the postVietnam syndrome is the preVietnam syndrome in which dash
and valor, Green Berets and
Rangers, were supposed to solve
problems politicians could not. It
was, after all, the pre-Vietnam syn
drome that produced the postVietnam one.
Similar truths hold in the Mid
dle East. The capture of four
bungling Palestinian terrorists will
not put an end to Palestinian ter
rorism because it does not solve the
Palestinian problem. (Did the ar
rest of Northern Irish terrorists end
terrorism there?) Nor does it mean
that anything similar could-- or
maybe should-- be attempted when
hostages are still being held. And
it certainly does not mean that
anything grand and everlasting has
been accomplished.
We won a game we could have
lost. That’s nice. But it’s no reason
to spike the ball.
Richard Cohen is a member o f the
Washington Post Writers Group.

The Semester Slips by, Gloria, Midterms,
Inauguration
My brother thought I was being
really imaginative the other night
when I used “ MIDTERMS” (in
capital letters and an exasperated
voice) as the sole excuse for not
writing to him since the hurricane.
“ It is only October,” he said
from about 100 miles away from
here and a couple of years away
from college life. He finally con
ceded that this should be about the
half-way mark of the semester, but
thought I should have at least have
dropped a line after Gloria was in
town.

Like a true academic, I raved
over the beauty of having a day
off, drinking wine by candlelight,
having a day off, listening to my
tapes instead of watching televi
sion, having a day off, etc.

I guess he is right-- I should have
written. But I was having too much
fun.
In my state of post-exam exhaus
tion and quasi brain-death, I told
my brother that the hurricane had,
“ definitely” been the highlight of
my (half) semester.

"D idn’t you have a new presi
dent inaugurated last month,
also?” he asked. That had slipped
my mind.
I guess it sounded strange that a
potentially dangerous natural
threat should be the fondest
memory of my school year... but
even nights at the Garden can not

Maureen
McGuire

European Study Offers
Challenge, Diversity

For those of us who are very
happy at Providence College, yet
find the great city of Providence a
bit overbearing for a four year
period, the administration offers a
fresh challenge: “ the world.” Dr.
Jim Flanagan and assistant direc
tor, Mrs. Janet Trimble, have
organized a broad scope of options
for students who not only want to
add diversity to their educational
goals, but want to realize that
culture is more than weekends at
“ Beantown” and Louie’s Bar.

Joe
Devine
As a freshman business major,
I cannot only recognize a Junior
year abroad as an immediate
challenge, but as something that
will make my resume more
marketable. How many other col
lege grads can say they went to
school on Japan for a year? and
who will a corporation look more
favorably upon, a kid with a 3.0
from Rhode Island or someone
with a comparable QPR who
studied in Rhode Island and
Japan?
The challenge of getting ready
for such a venture is a venture in
itself, however. The University of
Fribourg outlines a minimal 2.75 in
its brochure, and Dr. Flanagan
hinted that it was difficult to accept
anyone under a 2.5 for any pro

gram. Coupled with the fact that
an intermediate knowledge of
French and German is needed, we
see that there is a lot more to go
ing to Switzerland than packing
one’s bags.
In addition, it is necessary to
balance your three years at PC with
your one year abroad. No graduate
requirements are lifted to ac
comodate such a trip, so you must
schedule your language and minor
elective requirements into your
sophomore year, while making sure
that the university you want to at
tend has courses that will balance
the requirements of your major.
Though it is difficult academical
ly and technically to get to study in
Europe, it surprisingly isn’t hard to
finance it. As a general rule, Pro
vidence College grants such as
achievement scholarships and work
study are the only ones not
available to students. All Pell
Grants and State Scholarships are
still effective. Many programs,
such as the one in Japan, have you
pay the same tuition as PC to PC,
leaving you responsible for your
own airfare and personal expenses.
While a year at Fribourg costs
about a thousand dollars less than
a year here.
Currently there about one hun dred PC students abroad. Fortythree go to the University of
Fribourg at Switzerland, while the
rest attend school in Canada,
Japan, England, Ireland, Spain,
Germany, Italy, and France. If you
are interested in finding out about
one of these trips, contact the
Foreign Studies Office, which is
moving to Harkins 101.
Joe Devine is a member o f the
Class o f '89 and a Business A dministration major.

JOKE, continued from P. 5
more fortunate: he received con
gratulations and had truthfully
won. But for the other three, “ the
joke” was not a funny one. Phone
calls home had been made and
celebrations had begun. We also
came to find out that these people
who made the calls involved the in
tegrity of myself and Mike Reagan
by using our names and saying “ I
am calling from Student Congress
to congratulate you on your being
elected."
To the four freshman who
received the bad end of a sick
prank, I’d like to apologize once
more for you having to deal with
the consequences of someone elses
“ fun.”
To the disturbed individuals who
lack human kindness: I hope that,
through contact with your peers,
you will learn proper social eti
quette. Your doings were vicious.
Not only did you create embarrass
ment to four individuals, you also
created a great hurt and disappoint
ment. You also involved others:
RA’s, parents, friends, and
members of Student Congress. Per
sonally, I do not appreciate you
slandering my reputation by using
my identity. I think what you have
done is inexcusable, but I do hope
that someday soon you will GROW
UP!

A disturbing incident occurred
two weeks ago. The election for
Freshman Class Officers and
was held on Tues
Not that the mid-term routine: Representatives
October 8. The entire process
going to bed at 1am and waking up day,
of
election
and
tedious, time
at 5 (am!) in the darkness, bothered consuming part the
of counting the
m e.... or is still effecting my votes went smoothly.
The final
(pseudo) mind.
of all election procedures is
Well, the exams, like ol' Gloria, stageinform
all candidates of the
have blown over for at least a week to
It is in proper order to in
of two. And the rest of this results.
those less fortunate of the
semester could be thrilling! I have form
before announcing the
vowed not to skip another class or results
results to the victors. It is not a job
fall behind in any readings... as any
of
us
on the Election Commit
soon as I catch up on my sleep!
enjoy doing. This instance was
With Christmas shopping just tee
made
more
by one or two
around the corner, this semester of those baddifficult
eggs.
really is sneaking by.
Election result phone calls were
Juniors still have JRW to look made by myself, and Jim Vallee
forward to, and hockey and and Christy Julian, both members
basketball games will soon be of Student Congress. Both Jim and
habitual.
Christy were exposed to uncomfor
We could even have a snow day! table situations. While contacting
I can hardly wait.
two individuals to bear not-so-nice
news they were met with. “ What
Maureen McGuire is a member o f do you mean? Someone just call
the Class o f '86 and an English ed and told me I won!" They (Jim
and Christy) then had to explain
the situation. The winners had not
even been contacted yet. Moments
later, another candidate that I had
been trying to get in contact with
came smiling into the Congress Of
fice with her roommates. She, too,
had received a false congratulations
phone call.
The fourth individual called were

Lisa Brown
Chairperson of the Elections
Committee

46 DAYS
UNTIL
CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
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Business News
Summary
Tuesday, October 15, 1985
*Trans World Airlines Inc. an
nounced its plans yesterday to layoff 15 percent of its management
and nearly 5 percent of its nonunion workers. The cuts will total
nearly 1000 people.
*IBM is expected to announce to
day the details of its latest com
puter, one which will solve the big
gest problem facing users today by.
allowing separate computer
systems to work together.
Wednesday, October 16, 1985
* A federal grand jury indicted the
Bank of New England yesterday on
the charge of helping a convicted
gambler to withdraw cash in large
amounts, but not informing the
government.
*Citicorp officers announced
yesterday that the third quarter
produced a 13.5 percent increase in
earnings for Citicorp, the largest
bankholding company in the
nation.
*Mikhail S. Gorbachev presented
drafts of an economic proposal to
day, which calls for an increase in
productivity and modernization of
industry in the Soviet Union.
Thursday, October 17, 1985
*Kohlberg, Kraus and Roberts, a
New York investment banking
company, announced plans yester
day to offer $5.3 billion to buy out
Beatrice Cos., an international
food and consumer products
company.
*AT&T, the telecommunication
giant, announced yesterday that
profits increased in the third
quarter by 19 percent.
Friday, October 18, 1985
*The government announced
yesterday that the economy grew
by 3.3 percent during the third
quarter. This increase is said to be
“almost healthy” .
*The striking U.S. and Canadian
workers of the Chrysler Corp. said
yesterday that if the corporation
would " loosen up a bit” then the
strike which is causing a loss of $15
million a day could be settled.
Saturday, October 19, 1985
*The three-day wildcat strike at the
Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant of
Concord, NH, was declared to be
in contempt of court yesterday by
U.S. District Judge James T. Wat
son, and the picketing was quickly
stopped.
*Wang Laboratories which
reported a loss for the 1985 fiscal
year announced yesterday a $7
million profit for the first quarter
of the 1986 fiscal year.
Sunday, October 20, 1985
*Apple Computer Inc. has an
nounced price cuts for the upcom
ing Christmas season.
*MicroAge Computer Stores Inc.
announced that there are many
computer vendors who will be
sponsoring its new MicroAge Com
munications Network (MCN-TV)
which will be broadcasting in Oc
tober throughout North America.

There’s A New
Beer
In Town!

by Janice Hanbury
In hopes of rekindling the brew
ing industry in New England, the
Boston Beer Company will be in
troducing its new Samuel Adams
beer. It will be the first independent
brewery to operate here in more
than a decade.
This beer has more than
nostalgia associated with it. It was
selected as first prize winner in the
fourth annual Great American
Beer Festival in Denver, Colorado.
Continued on P. 8

by Terry Baerlein

The White House Comes to Rhode Island
Small Businesses Have Voice

On Wednesday, October 16,
1985, the White House Conference
for Small Businesses held a seminarfor Rhode Island businessmen and
women at the Providence Marriot.
This seminar was geared to pro
vide small business owners with the
opportunity to voice their opinions
and decide on changes in small
business on various levels to be
presented to the White House at
the National Convention in
August.
The purpose of the White House
Conference is to “ increase public
awareness of the contributions of
small business, to identify the pro
blems of small business, to examine
the status of minorities and women
as small business owners, to assist
small business in carrying out its
role as the nation’s major job
creator, and to develop recommen
dations adopted at the 1980

Conference.”
According to Mark Quigley,
press secretary for the White House
Conference on Small Business,
“ For Rhode Island this is a unique
opportunity to present views on
small business to the President and
Congress.”

"The White House is
coming to listen and to
help... "
There were 12 forums held at the
seminar in topics ranging from tax
ation to Small Business Education
and Training, from International
Trade to payroll costs, from
Regulation and Paperwork to
Economic Policy.
From each of these forums, three
proposals were taken to send to the
President and Congress via the
Conference on Small Businesses.

JOB GENERATION IN RHODE ISLAND
BY EMPLOYMENT SIZE OF FIRM 1976-82
NET JOBS GENERATED: 8,029

At each of the seminars the White
House sponsors (57 in total), 3 pro
posals in each forum will be con
tributed and at the National Con
vention in August at Washington,
D.C., the top 3 in each forum will
be presented for changes to the
President and Congress.
Some recommendations which
will be sent to Washington, D.C.,
include suggestions to simplify and
freeze the tax code from further
changes for a period of 5 years, ex
amining the cost structures, of the
insurance industry and requiring
greater disclosure of their rate set
ting procedures, and enhancing the
role of the small business com
munity in the decision making pro
cesses of federal agencies.
Also, at the Conference, 10
delegates from Rhode Island were
elected by those attending to repre
sent Rhode Island at the National
Convention.
Along with these 10 delegates,
five additional ones were appointed
by Governor Edward DiPrete,
Senator Claiborne Pell, Senator
John H. Chafee, Congressman St.
Germain, and Congresswoman
Schneider.
The delegates selected thus far
were: Robert J. Arila, Warren;
Mary Brennan, East Greenwich;
Lois Clement, Newport; Robert A.
Comerford, Wakefield; Paul R.
Farago, Providence; Charles S.

Grossman, Central Falls; William
J. Hunt, Portsmith; Dorothee D.
Maynard, West Warwick; Daniel
Shedd, Providence; Sheldon S.
Sollosy, Cranston; Don Shortman,
Warwick; Grafton H. Wiley,
Newport; and William B. Ander
son, E. Providence. Two more
have yet to be announced by Con
gressman St. Germain and Con
gresswoman Schneider.
Lewis A. Shattuck, Executive
Vice President of the Smaller
Business Association of New
England Inc., stated that “ One op
tion women should consider for
their career is that of a small
business owner. They have the ad
vantages of 1) being their own boss,
2) doing what they want to do with
their careers and 3) being involved
in a very profitable and fulfilling
profession.”
“ Most women,” he stated, “do
not consider small business owner
ship as a career option and right
now they are the group that is mov
ing up the fastest.”
With small businesses being the
largest job generator in the world,
the White House Conference on
Small Businesses is here to help the
small business survive.
As Press Secretary Mark Quigley
stated, “The White House is com
ing to listen and to help-- not to
preach.”

JO B S GENERATED
One hundred percent of the net new jobs generated in Rhode Island from 1978 to 1982
came from small firms with fewer than 500 employees. These firms represented 61.5 per
cent of employment in the state. Total employment in Rhode Island increased 2.1 percent
from 1976 to 1982 to a level of 398,461, an increase significantly below the U.S. increase
of 15.6 percent for the same time period.

International Aspects at PC
by MaryAnn Doyle

universities that have AIESEC
What is AIESEC? This is not an chapters. AIESEC at PC started
unusual question to ask. In fact, it two and a half years ago and is a
is a question most asked by part of AIESEC RI which includes,
students and businesses when they Brown University and RIC.
first become involved in it. The
What does AIESEC offer
name itself confuses most people students? The goal has intended for
and often intimidates them. students is to complement their
AIESEC (pronounced EYE-SEK) academic education with practical
is a French acronym for the Inter domestic and international business
national Association of Students in experience. To accomplish this,
Economics and Business Manage student members of AIESEC meet
ment. It was founded in 1948 by with business people and sell them
students from seven European na the AIESEC program. This pro
tions and seeks to promote inter gram consists of persuading a
national cooperation and business to sponsor a foreign stu
understanding. As well as this long dent to travel to the U.S. and work
range goal, the RI and PC AIESEC at that particular business.
chapters are concentrating on in
While students in the U.S. are
volving students and businesses in selling AIESEC to businesses here,
their respective communities. foreign AIESEC student members
Monica Loughran, co-executive are doing the same, therefore, pro
director at PC states: “The first viding an opportunity for students
priority at PC is to answer the in the U.S. to go abroad and work
question what is AIESEC? Those over there. As well as this oppor
who are familiar with us are great tunity for students. Dr. Goodrich,
ly enthused and supportive. With the faculty advisor for AIESEC,
promotion of ideals and goals of believes it will “promote interna
AIESEC at the local, state, na tional understanding thru contacts
tional and international level we for students around the world and
hope to become one of the most will enhance world trade and inter
reputable and successful organiza national peace.”
tion at each of these levels.” And
What does AIESEC offer
with proper funding from the Stu businesses? If businesses become a
dent Congress, AIESEC at PC part of AIESEC, they are provid
might just succeed at doing all of ed with a well educated foreign
these.
with a BA degree and sometimes
AIESEC has spread throughout even an MBA degree. These
the world to involve over 30,000 foreign students offer help with
students at 400 universities in 61 temporary workload at a cost effi
countries. In the U.S. alone there cient price for businesses as well as
are 62 affiliated colleges and
Continued on P. 9

Members of the Open Forum Moderator Henry Violet, Resource Per
sons Lewis Shattuck, James Hague and Recorder J. Michael Leves
que enjoy lunch at the Marriott. (Photo by Mary-Ann Doyle)

New Coke vs. Old Coke
Who Reigns?
the public who now had a choice.

by Michael Haley
A recent campus survey com
pared the taste of new Coke to that
of Classic Coke. A random sampl
ing of fifty students was asked
which taste they preferred.
An overwhelming majority of
students found the taste of Classic
Coke to be more desirable. The
campus consensus revealed that
Providence College enjoys the taste
of Classic Coke by a forty to ten
margin.
Dave West, class of '87 com
ments, “ Classic Coke wakes me
up. New Coke is too sweet.”
Most of those who were polled
shared these sentiments. The taste
of new Coke is believed to be too
sugary and many dislike its after
taste. Classic Coke is known to be
more of a thirst quencher.
Many students were angered
when Coke tested its new formula
on the public, feeling that if Coke
was truly, “The Real Thing,” there
was no need for a change.
They were pleased, however,
with Classic Cokes return. This
more synthetic version of the
original became well accepted by

At PC, the choice of Classic
Coke seems to be clear. When
questioned further, many PC
students believed Coke made a
marketing blunder.
Were Coke’s efforts to try to
market new Coke truly a blunder?
Coke may have just the move they
needed to get the nation’s mind off
of Pepsi’s media blitz.
Paul Blake, class of '89, believes
“ New Coke tastes like Pepsi. If I
wanted Pepsi, I would buy Pepsi.”
This could be that attitude Coke
hoped to create. Why buy Pepsi
when you can have your choice of
Cokes? This question could be
debated again and again. Only the
hierarchy of the Coca-Cola Com
pany truly knows the answer.
In my search for that true new
Coke lover, I discovered Paul
Smith, class of '88, he comments
“ New Coke is my favorite. A close
relative of mine helped develop the
new formula.”
Maybe Paul knows something 80
percent of the PC campus hasn’t
discovered yet. Whatever your per
sonal preference is, new Coke and
Classic Coke are here to stay.

The University of Illinois:
The First in It's Field
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The University of Illinois at
Chicago (UIC) is setting a prece
dent in the world of higher educa
tion through its innovative MBA
Co-operative Education Program.
The program is designed to com
bine the traditional MBA
classroom education with hands-on
work experience in the real business
world.
The UIC MBA co-op program,
the first of its kind in the United
States, has produced more than 600
graduates since its inception in
1981. Currently, there are approx
imately 200 students actively par
ticipating in the program which has
the dual objectives of providing
students with a master’s degree in
business administration with prac
tical work experience and placing
them in a higher-paying job where
they can use the classroom
knowledge productively without
going through a corporate indoc
trination period, according to Pro
fessor J. Fred. McLimore, director
of the co-op program and associate
dean of external affairs for the Col
lege of Business Administration at
UIC.
" About 90 percent of the par
ticipants in our MBA co-op pro
gram have been offered permanent
positions by the company which
they worked for during the pro
gram,” Dr. McLimore said. " Of
those students, four-out-of-five ac
cepted permanent positions.”
Requirements
Students in the UIC MBA co-op
programs, like most post-graduate
programs, are required to complete
approximately 30 classroom credit
hours (the number varies depen
ding upon their undergraduate
degree) as well as work for a par
ticipating company. The program
takes the average participant about
two years to complete, with each
section lasting for two consecutive
quarters-- six months of classroom
followed by six months of
employment-- until the usual eight
quarters are completed.
The co-op program directly
benefits the students and the par
ticipating companies. The program
not only introduces students to
potential permanent employers,
but also gives them actual work ex
perience that can be related to the
classroom, and vice versa.

“ Having worked has really
helped me to realize that what I’m
learning in the classroom really
does apply to my work," said stu
dent Patricia Poden, who is in her
second year in the UIC MBA coop program. She recently com
pleted six months of employment
in the Corporate Planning and
Analysis Department at Chicagobased Associates Commercial Cor
poration, a major commercial
finance and leasing firm.
The co-op program also gives
students the opportunity to direct
their career goals in addition to ob
taining solid work experience. Take
the case of Wes Sly, a 1985
graduate of the co-op program,
who is currently employed by 3M
in Minneapolis. His permanent
position developed from the co-op
experience he gained with the com
pany during his MBA work at
UIC.
“ My co-op experience helped
correct some misconceptions I had
about industrial marketing and
helped solidify my career goals,”
Sly said. “ In addition, I found that
co-op was helpful in putting the
MBA curriculum into 'real life'
perspective.”
Financial Aid Benefits
Students also have the oppor
tunity to support themselves while
in the UIC MBA co-op program
because they normally are paid
$ 1,600 to $2,500 per month by their
employers during their work
assignments. Typical co-op posi
tions might include assignments in
marketing, research, strategic plan
ning, financial analysis, manage
ment information systems, retail
management and human resources.
Many co-op students also hold first
line supervisory positions. The
university arranges most employer
interviews for students, but they
are not guaranteed positions.
“ Many undergraduate students
would like to go on and earn a
master’s degree, but they can’t af
ford to do it because of financial
considerations, like making
payments for outstanding student
loans, mortgages, automobiles,
etc.," Dr. McLimore said. “Work
ing full-time and going to school
can severely curb one’s ability to
meet obligations, but our co-op
program offers students an

Put your degree

alternative-- they can go to school
full-time and still have sufficient in
come to sustain their basic finan
cial commitments.”
Multinational Opportunities
Under the UIC MBA program,
students have worked for corpora
tions in such far-away places as
London, Zurich, Milan, and The
Netherlands. However, the majori
ty of the available assignments are
in the midwestern U.S. Par
ticipating companies include major
corporations, such as AT&T Infor
mations Systems, Allide, Allstate,
Ameritech, Amoco, Arthur Ander
son, Baxter Travenol, Beatrice
Foods, First Chicago, GTE,
General Electric, General Motors,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, IngersollRand, LaSalle National Bank,
Nabisco Brands, McDonalds’s,
Motorola, JC Penney, Phillips In
ternational BV, Quaker Oats,
RCA, Sears Merchandise Group,
3M, U.S. Steel, United Stationers
and Volvo.

" The program introduces
students to potential
employers... "
Another financial advantage to
the MBA student, in addition to
the paid internships, is the
reasonable cost of the program.
Tuition and books at UIC usually
costs a graduate student in the coop program less than $2,000 per
year.
Work Experience?
The UIC MBA co-op program is
not just geared to the student
without prior work experience. Ac
cording to Dr. McLimore, it can be
just as rewarding for the individual
with several years of corporate ex
perience. “A Student with work ex
perience, he says, can easily change
fields without having to start at
ground level again because the coop program provides the needed
perience,” he says, “ can easily,
change fields without having to
start at ground level again because,
the co-op program provides the,
needed experience while an MBA
is being-earned.” And, previouslyacclaim to fame, principle John
McLimore.
“ While working as an engineer,

New Beer

Continued from Page 7

I kept thinking I wanted to do more
in my career... I wanted to move in
to management," co-op student
Kimberly S. Mullins said. “ An
MBA would supply many of the
skills I was missing, but the other
questions still remained
unanswered. What area of business
am I really interested in? Will I be
just another MBA without a job
when I graduate?” Mullins had
graduated from North Carolina
State University with a bachelor’s
degree in engineering and worked
for General Motors for two years
prior to entering the UIC MBA coop program.
Sponsoring companies benefit in
several ways by participating in the
UIC MBA co-op program, accor
ding to Dr. McLimore. Foremost,
companies have a chance to
" preview” potential management
employees without a lot of risk or
financial commitment, he says, and
students have an opportunity to
prove themselves as competent ad
ditions to the staff.
“ Most participating companies
have elected to maintain two
students simultaneously, with each
student working a different six
months so the company has year
round coverage in the selected work
areas.” Dr. McLimore said. “ We
benefit too because the company
gets a closer look at the quality of
education we provide at the
University of Illinois at Chicago
and at the high calibre of student
that is produced by the university.
Our students are our only product
in a highly-competitive
marketplace with many major
players. Our MBA Co-operative
Education Program was designed
to serve a niche in that peopleintensive market."
Valerie Hoffm an, a 1985
graduate of the UIC MBA co-op
program, received a liberal arts
degree from Carlton College, Northfield, Minneapolis and chose the
co-op program because it could
give her the business experience she
lacked.
“ At General Electric, I
developed my technical and in
terpersonal skills as I actively con
tributed to the firm’s marketing ac
tivities,” she said. “ I was given full
responsibility for a major product
development study through which
Continued on Page 11

This is considered to be quite an ac
complishment for a beer only six
months old which defeated entries
from well known breweries from
both coasts.
Due to this new brew’s national
acclaim to fame principle John
Koch, a sixth generation beer man,
is already drawing up plans for ex
pansion through out the Northeast.
It has been speculated that Samuel
Adams beer’s popularity is due
partly to its image as the local
underdog. People seem to feel that
home grown spirit for the local
favorite. The fact that liquor store
owners are getting repeat sales for
this new lager seem to support the
beer’s claim to great taste. Before
the major breweries begin to trem
ble, industry figures show Boston
Beer Company’s production would
only be a drop in the 184 bbls.
brewed last year in the United
States alone.
How does one introduce his new
beer to the toughest beer drinking
public of all-- Boston? Mr. Koch
makes rounds to area bars and
restaurants toting a briefcase load
ed with his beer for sampling. His
original six month sales goal of 70
has already more than tripled to
over 250 accounts.
Why is Mr. Koch so dedicated to
this new beverage? His reasons are
fairly biased. The recipe comes from
Mr. Koch’s great-great
grandfather’s recipe for Louis
Koch Lager. Samuel Adams beer
has positioned itself in the market
as a premium domestic beer selling
for $20 per case. Each month sales
have climbed and in many of the
premium imported varieties on the
market today.
The marketing strategy originally
called for sales only to bars and
restaurants encouraging single bot
tle sales to familiarize the name
and taste to the consumers. Since
national acclaim to winning in the
Denver Festival, the Boston Beer
Company has received package
store requests and has had to design
a six pack unit to meet demand.
Now this brew is available in
package stores for the public. More
over Bud, here comes Sam!

Business Writers Meeting:
Tuesday, October 29
Cowl Office-- 3:00
Please Come!
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Your first job after graduation should
offer more than just a paycheck.
If you're graduating this year, look
into a unique opportunity to put
your degree to work where it can do
a world of good. Look into the
Peace Corps.

AT S lavin C enter:

October 24 - INFO BOOTH, Lcwer
lobby, 9am - 3pm; FILM/INFO
SESSION - Bocm 102, 3pm.
October 25 -Interviews, Rn.105

B

Throughout history, many fortunate people have
received college scholarships They've grown and
become not only successful, but historical figures
as well. All because someone gave them the
chance to go to.college
The New England Colleges Fund has been
instrumental in providing 29 New England private
colleges with scholarship funds for underprivileged
and modest-income students. N E.C F also awards
money for research endowments, faculty salaries,
equipment, library books, and more
You1business contnbution to J he New England- 1

OossjM
<if •-.i'll! •.-.• |

Colleges Fund helps 29 schools which stimulate the
New England region economically and culturally.
Your'contnbution supports the very idea of
independent education
Give to The New England Colleges Fund
Because there are a lot of deserving candidates.
And one may just end up working for you.

T h e N ew E n g lan d C olleges F und
n e e d s y o u r s u p p o rt.

1st Annual Law Forum in Boston

Prospective law students will
have an opportunity to talk one-onone with representatives of more
than 100 law schools at the upcom
ing Law School Forum to be held
in Boston.
Scheduled November 1 and 2 at
the Boston Park Plaza Hotel and
Towers, the free 11/2 day recruit
ment forum is sponsored by Law
School Admission Council/Law
School Admission Services
(LSAC/LSAS), the national
organization that administers the
Law School Admission Test
(LSAT).
“The Law School Forum is an

Science and
Engineering
Associateships
The National Research Council
announces the 1986 Resident,
Cooperative, and Postdoctoral
Research Associateship Programs
for research in the sciences and
engineering to be conducted in
behalf of 25 federal agencies or
research institutions, whose
laboratories are located throughout
the United States. The programs
provide Ph.D. scientists and
engineers of unusual promise and
ability with opportunities to per
form research on problems largely
of their own choosing yet compati
ble with the research interests of the
supporting laboratory. Initiated in
1954, the Associateship Programs
have contributed to the career
development of over 4000 scientists
ranging from recent Ph.D. reci
pients to distinguished senior
scientists.
Approximately 350 new full-time
Associateships will be awarded on
a competitive basis in 1986 for
research in: chemistry, earth and
atmospheric sciences; engineering
and applied sciences; biological,
health and behavioral sciences;
mathematics; space and planetary
sciences; and physics. Most of the
programs are open to both U.S.
and non-U.S. nationals, and to
both recent Ph.D. degree recipients
and senior investigators.
Awards are made for one or two
years; senior applicants who have
held the doctorate at least five years
may request shorter tenure.
Stipends for the 1986 program year
will begin at $26,350 a year for re
cent Ph.D.’s and be appropriately
higher for senior Associates. A sti
pend supplement approximately
$5,000 may be available to regular
(not senior) awardees holding
recognized doctoral degrees in
those disciplines wherein the
number of degrees conferred by
U.S. graduate schools is
significantly below the current de
mand. In the 1985 program year
these areas have been engineering,
computer science, space-related
biomedical science.
Reimbursement is provided for
allowable relocation costs and for
limited professional travel during
tenure. The host laboratory pro
vides the Associate with program
matic assistance including facilities,
support services, necessary equip
ment, and travel necessary for the
conduct of the approved research
program.
Applications to the National
Research Council must be
postmarked no later than January
15, 1986 (April 15 and August 15,
1986.) Initial awards will be an
nounced in March and April (July
and November for the two later
competitions) followed by awards
to alternates later.
Information on specific research
opportunities and federal
laboratories, as well as application
materials, may be obtained from
the Associateship Programs, Office
of Scientific and Engineering Per
sonnel, JH 608-DI, National
Research Council, 2101 Constitu
tion Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20418, (202) 334-2760. Pick
up your copy of the application in
the Cowl office.

excellent opportunity for anyone
interested in attending law
school-- especially those not now
enrolled in college-- to learn
firsthand about what it takes to get
into and succeed in law school,
what specific law schools have to
offer, and what careers are
available,” according to Martha
Benson McGrane, LSAC/LSAS’s
spokesperson.
Among the 103 American Bar
Association-approved law schools
from across the nation that have
agreed to send representatives to
the Boston forum, six are from the
greater Boston area, according to
McGrane.
The forum is designed to provide
up-to-date information about law

school admission policies and
financial aid to a broad spectrum
of prospective applicants. “ When
you realize that one-quarter of all
law school applicants are between
the ages of 27 and 33 and another
10 percent are 34 to 40 years old,
then you can appreciate their
tremendous need for accurate in
formation about admission
policies, financial aid, and career
opportunities,” McGrane says.
Of the more than 6,000 persons
attending the first series of Law
School Forums last fall in New
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles,
nearly three fourths were employed
full or part-time and nearly 40 per
cent were from minority groups,
according to McGrane. She says

Unidentified man speaks about taxes and the small business, at the
White House Conference on Wednesday. (Photo by Mary-Ann Djoyle)
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LSAC/LSAS expects a similar mix
of participants in the Boston area.
In addition to talking directly
with law school representatives and
securing a wide range of admission
materials and catalogues, all forum
participants will have a chance to
view specially-produced videotaped
programs that will run concurrently
throughout 11/2 day forums.
The videotapes outline applying
to law school and include informa
tion on the Law School Admission
Test (LSAT), as well as suggestions
on how to evaluate law schools and
how to identify key discussion
topics to pursue with law school
representatives. Particular atten
tion has been given to the needs of

minority group members and to
career opportunities available to
law school graduates.
The Law School Forum has been
scheduled at a time and place to
meet the needs of the broadest
possible spectrum of forum par
ticipants. Doors will be open on
Friday, November 1 from 10:00 am
to 8:00 pm and on Saturday,
November 2 from 10:00 am to 3:00
pm.
“ We know of no better way for
prospective law school applicants
to get so much quality information
in so short a time,” McGrane says.
Other forums will be held this
fall in Chicago, New York, and
Los Angeles.

A medical career used to mean
a narrow spectrum of career
possibilities: physician, nurse, or
medical technician. The latter was
a generic term for someone who
•did everything from administering
X-rays to conducting laboratory
tests.
In recent years, however, the
field of medical technology has ex
panded considerably, offering a
wide variety of new career oppor
tunities. In a high-tech age where
specialization is the name of the
game, the rapidly evolving medical
technology field is broken down in
to a number of finite, clearly defin
ed specialties.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports that due to population
growth especially the sizable in
crease in the number of older peo
ple, employment in the health in
dustry in general is expected to
grow faster than the average for all
industries.
The basic difference between a
technologist and a technician is one
of complexity. Medical laboratory
technicians perform a number of
tests in chemistry, hematology,
urinalysis, blood banking,
serology, and microbiolgy which
are used to develop the information
n eeded by physicians in determin
ing the presence, cause, and extent
of diseases in patients.
Technologists, on the other hand,

results of these tests, so that impor
tant medical decisions can be made.
The best way to become a
medical laboratory technician is to
attend a community college, if
you’re intent on becoming a
technologist, a bachelor’s degree is
necessary.
" Once the technician or
technologist completes a program,
he or she can be certified,” says
Eleanore Bors, assistant executive
director of the American Medical
Technologists in Park Ridge, 111.
“ Certification involves taking an
extensive examination that
demonstrates competency in the
field. It is a stamp of approval for
entry-level workers.”
Salaries for technicians and
technologist vary greatly, depen
ding upon the geographic location
and type of organization that is in
volved. “ California and New
York, for example, pay better than
the Midwest,” says Bors. “ A
technologist can earn between
$15,000 and $30,000, and the
broad range for a technician is
$12,000 to $25,000.”
In the past, few career
possibilities existed outside a
hospital. Today the picture is
brighter. “ While most medical
laboratory technicians and
technologists work for hospitals, a
significant number work for
Continued on Page 11

Medical Technology—
It's Easier Than
You Think
have to translate and interpret the
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Giunta Conducts
R.I. Philharmonic
The last rondo of this second
The Presto movement begins in

by Rosemary Cipolla

“ Musically, he has led the sym
phony in producing the finest
sound in their history,” said an in
terviewer about Joseph Giunta, the
famed conductor of the Waterloo
Cedar Falls Orchestra.
Joseph Giunta conducted the
Rhode Island Philharmonic Or
chestra on Saturday October 19 at
8:30 pm in the Providence Perfor
ming Arts Center. He is one of the
seven candidates for the position of
music director and conductor of
the RI Philharmonic. Due to a
disagreement among the orchestra
and their former conductor, the RI
Philharmonic has organized a
Search Committee in order to find
their next conductor.
Joseph Giunta made his debut
with the Minnesota Orchestra con
ducting fourteen Nutcracker per
formances in December, 1980. His
guest conducting schedules include
the orchestras of Phoenix, Tucson,
Florida, Indianapolis, Omaha, and
the renowned Chicago and Min
nesota Orchestras. In October,
1982, he made his South American
debut conducting the Orquesta Sinfonicade Maracaiba, and will
return there this season.
The program on Saturday night
consisted of, in the first half, The
Suite for the Birthday o f Prince
Charles composed by Sir Michael
Tippett, and the Piano Concerto
No. 2 composed by Camille SaintSaens in which Ruth Laredo was
the accompia n ist on piano. After
a brief intermission, the RI
Philharmonic closed their program
with Sergei Rachmaninov’s Sym
phony No. 2.
The Suite for the Birthday o f
Prince Charles is a rare occasion
piece by Sir Michael Tippett. It is
a nationalistic work which
celebrates the birth of the Queen of
England’s first born son.
The Intrada is a chorale prelude
on the Scottish hymn tone, “ Crimond.” Following this tune is the
Berceuse, a rondo elaborated on
from a French melody. The theme
from the “ Crimond” is carried
over lightly by the clarinet and the
flute in a playful manner. The se
cond section intertwines three ma
jor themes of a rondo, an Irish jig
tune, and another rondo. The light
sounds of the flute and the trumpet
interacting with each other produce
a happy dance tune which leads in
to a marchlike procession of drums
intertwined with horns and the
trumpet.

theme begins with the majestic
sound of the violins. A variation of
the main theme is formed and car
ried over by the trumpet. The in
cessant flow of the string in
struments is backed by the beat of
the drum in a smooth yet playful
manner which emphasizes the
dynamics of this section.

The finale portrays a folk-tune
which contains material from Tip
pett’s unpublished ballet, Robin
Hood. This presto sounding move
ment creates an off-beat rhythm
with the violins answering to the
horns. All three themes are united
and touched upon in this section
and the ending is light and smooth,
created by a playful drum beat.
Piano Concerto No. 2 composed
by Camille Saint-Saens, consists of
three movements: Andante
sostenuto; Allegro scherzando; and
Presto. Ruth Laredo was superb as
the accompanist on the piano and
her supreme control of the
keyboard was intense. She studied
with Rudolf Serkin at the Curtis In
stitute in Philadelphia and since
then has appeared at Carnegie
Hall, Kennedy Center, the White
House, and the Library of Con
gress as a soloist, recitalist, and
chamber musician. She has per
formed with such orchestras as the
Boston Symphony, Cleveland Or
chestra, Philadelphia Orchestra; St.
Louis Symphony, Detroit Sym
phony, National Symphony, the
American Symphony and the or
chestras of Baltimore, Indianapolis
and Buffalo.
This piano concerto is a lovely
work which exemplifies the roman
tic, the tender, and the ebullient
through the numerous arpeggios
and swirls of melody. The first
movement, Andante sostenuto,
develops into a gradual crescendo
of arpeggios on the piano follow
ed by the orchestra. The piano and
flute carries through the theme
which then leads to a tedious trill
on the piano in which the violins
pick up the theme in the
background. It was a grand display
by the Philharmonic.
The second movement, Allegro
Scherzando, is dominated by the
piano in that the same theme is car
ried continuously. The violins re
main constant, holding the same
note, and the bass cello sets the
rhythm for the orchestra. The end
of this movement is light and cute
in which a reassessment of the ma
jor theme is stated with variations

a closed constricting fashion in
which the violins are plucked while
the orchestra repeats the themes.
There is playful dissonance on the
piano. Toward the end, however,
the movement fiercely opens up
revealing the grandeur of this piece.
After a twenty minute intermis
sion, the Finale was performed.
The Finale, Symphony No. 2, writ
ten by Sergei Rachmaninov, was
composed of four movements:
Largo-Allegro; Allegro Motto,
Adagio; and Allegro Vivace.
The Largo-Allegro begins with
an ominous sound which pervades
the audience. The string in
struments dominate. The violin,
the horn and the flute each overlap,
at off-beat intervals, the same
theme. The dynamics were spellbounding and one felt suspended,
scared to move, while the loud-soft
sounds of the orchestra were being
played.
The Allegro Motto portrays a
hunt-like theme. This new theme is
a version of the main theme with
a new rhythm. The playful three
part separation between the violins,
the horns, and the flute creates a
magnificence which is hard to sus
tain. The Adagio restates the first
theme. It opens up with the full or
chestra and spreads into minor
solos by the violin, the clarinet and
the flute.
The last movement Allegro
Vivace, begins with a glorious surge
of the orchestra. The drum, beat
projects a marchlike yet smooth
sounding addition to the Sym
phony and further emphasizes
the magnificence of this piece. This
Symphony is a beautifully balanc
ed work which was dedicated to
Sergei Taneyev, the Director of the
Moscow Conservatory (1885-1889),
who had been a supreme authority
in Rachmaninov’s life and art.
The program was wonderfully
contrasted thereby creating a ma
jestic, powerful spirit among the
members of the audience. Joseph
Giunta as the conductor ex
emplifies, according to critics, “a
super fast willingness to speak up,
an eagerness to try new ideas, and
a
dynamic,
engaging
personality...”
The next concert at the Pro
vidence Performing Arts Center
will be on Saturday November 9 at
8:30 pm in which Andrew Massey
will conduct the RI Philharmonic
with Machie Ogvri-Kudo, the concertmistress of this orchestra, play
ing Prokofiev’s Violin Concerto
No. 1.

Get this book and get yourself a JRW date!

JRW Alert: Got a Date Yet?
We’ve Got the Book for You!

by Allaine Cerwonka

Ever since Adam and Eve were
evicted from Eden, men and
women have been searching for
companionship. Harold Reynolds
deals with this search in his book,
50 Ways to Get a Date. Reynolds’
book is an explicit account of fifty
ways to meet someone of the op
posite sex.
The book, 50 Ways to Get a
Date is based on the thesis that
making friends is an art that must
be learned; it is not an inborn
talent. Reynolds attempts to save
his readers from the world of
single’s bars and computer-dating
by teaching them how to cultivate
the talent of making friends.
We all fantasize about being as
witty with strangers as the Molson
Golden commercial characters.
Unfortunately, this is a rare occurance. Reynolds suggests ways
for mere mortals to meet people in
normal situations.
Some of Reynolds’ suggestions
are valid for the average PC stu
dent. However others are nothing
short of ridiculous. Such ideas as
talking to people on train rides,
joining clubs, or being friendly to
people in class can be adapted to
life here on campus.
Other suggestions seem suitable
only for our parents or grand
parents. They range from playing

bingo to joining a Bible reading
group. Nevertheless, the author
must be given credit for encom
passing a wide audience and mak
ing his book short enough to read
even if only 2/3 of his ideas are
useful to one age group.
Reynolds’ style is very simplistic
and unsophisticated. This is a
“ how-to” book intended to help
people who are seriously interested
in learning how to become more
out-going. The book is definitely
not intended to be humorous.
However, at times Reynolds’
seriousness makes the desire to
laugh overpowering.
Reynolds closes his book by
stating the purpose of his advice.
To quote Reynolds, this book is to
be used " to promote love, kind
ness, and healthful relationships
between male and female. It is hot
intended to assist or encourage or
promote selfish relationships, pro
miscuous relationships or one night
stands."
Had Reynolds known what lurks
in the hearts of PC men and
women, or if he had attended but
one PC party, perhaps he would
have banned his book from cam
pus. Since he never did, and Junior
Ring Weekend is so close at hand,
what good old Reynolds doesn’t
know won’t hurt him.

Women in the Business World
Top Girls at Brown's Leeds Theatre

Brown University will present
Caryl Churhill’s (author of Cloud
Nine) provocative play about
women in the business world Oc
tober 24-27 and October
31-November 3 at 8:00 pm. in
Leeds Theatre. The play will be
directed at Brown University by
Pat Hegnauer of the 2nd Story
Theatre.
Top Girls brings together six
women who are famous figures in
legend and history to celebrate the
modern-day success of one of the
group. Included in this group are
the legendary Pope Joan; Isabella
Bird who travelled extensively bet
ween the ages of 40 and 70; Lady
Nijo, an Emperor’s courtesan who
later became a Buddhist nun and
travelled on foot through Japan;
Dull Gret, the subject of a Brueghel
painting that pictures a woman in
an apron and armor leading a
group of women in a charge
through hell; and Patient Gri selda,
the obedient wife whose story is
told by Chaucer in the Clerk’s Tale
of the Canterbury Tales. This mix

ed group from different times and
backgrounds offer their perspectives
on ambition and maternity and
views of their own successes that
were achieved by adopting the
worse traits of self-made men.
Guest director Pat Hegnauer has
served as Artistic Director and Producer of the 2nd Story Theatre in
Newport from 1979 to the present.
She is Artist-In-Residence for
Theatre for the Rhode Island State
Council on the Arts and in 1978
also founded and produced the
Newports Actors Company, an
Equity summer stock company
directed by Bill Cain (formerly of
Trinity Square). She produced and
directed two seasons for the
Newport Arts Association at the
Swanhurst Theatre Workshop and
serves as laison for casting and pro
duction staffing for films produc
ed in Newport (The Great Gatsby,
The Besty, and The Bostonians).
Her 2nd story company as well as
her directing there have been widely
praised in the local press.
Tickets to Top Girls are $4.00

each on Thursdays and Sundays,
$5.00 each on Fridays and Satur
days. Discounts are available for
students and senior citizens with
tickets priced at $3.00 on
Thursdays and Sundays and $4.00
on Fridays and Saturdays. Ad
vance reservations are recommend
ed and can be made by calling
(401)863-2838.
Brown University Theatre will
also offer a lecture by Elizabeth
Diggs, author of the plays Close
Ties, Dumping Ground and Goodbye Freddy, at 4:00 pm Thursday,
October 31 in Leeds Theatre. The
lecture is open to the public and ad
mission is free.
Elizabeth Diggs graduated from
Brown in 1961. She received her
MA in 1965 and Ph.D. in dramatic
literature in 1980 from Columbia
University. Her play Close Ties
compassionately and humorously
deals with the problem of an aging
family matriarch. Plan to get to
one of these events at Brown.

BOP Review:

Comedians a Big Hit

Mike McDonald is one of
Boston’s premier comics. Being
funny is why Mike has travelled to
Headline
Return
Club
Engagements in Atlanta, San Fran
cisco, Indianapolis, Louisville,
Pittsburgh, and to many colleges in
the New England area.
It is also why he had Providence
College students in hysterics on Oc
tober 16 when he, along with Brian
Kiley and Jim Carey, brought their
quick wit and raucous humor to the
Last Resort in a BOP-sponsored
event.
McDonald and his cohorts’ show
was a hit. They kept the crowd

laughing with their strong visual
comedy and high energy style. The
audience loved their “down home”
humor and relatable subject mat
ter. Their quick and clever routines
had the audience begging for more.
The Lecture Committee of the
BOP is to be commended for
bringing these comedians to PC.
Their humor was a welcome break
f r o m m id - t e r m a n x i e ty .

Watch for Renoir
Retrospective in 11/13
issue!

TERTAINMENT
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Trinity Review:
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof

by Joseph M. Ungaro Jr.

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof at the
Trinity Square Repertory Theatre
is an evening of very good
entertainment.
The play is considered by many
to be Tennessee William’s finest
works.
It is the story of a wealthy
southern land owner who suspects
that he is dying of cancer.
He wants to leave his 28,000 acre
plantation to his son Brick. Brick
is an alcoholic and does not sleep
with his wife Maggie.
Big Daddy doesn’t want the
plantation passed on to Brick
unless Brick has children.
Throughout the play, Brick
wrestles with his drinking problem
and homosexuality.
Brick’s wife, Maggie, spends the
entire play trying to get Brick to
sleep with her. For the entire first
act, she wears only a slip.
The play is about false affection,
families and lies.
Big Daddy is played by David
Sabin. Sabin himself is quite big
and is outstanding in his role. His
MED. TECH., continued from P.9
clinics, a private labs, research in
stitutions, and industry,” says
Bors.
Despite more stringent entrylevel requirements, it is still possi
ble to enter the field with a high
school diploma and get on-the-job
training. For the majority of
established specialties, however, ex
tensive formal training is required.
Below are descriptions of a number
of the specialties in the field of
medical technology, as well as their
respective
educational
requirements.
*Biomedical
equipment
technician-- maintains and repairs
patient care equipment. Most are
formally trained in more than 50
programs in biomedical equipment
technology.
*Industrial hygienist-- recognizes
and detects industrial hazards and
prescribes methods to eliminate or
control them. Basic educational re
quirement is a college degree with
a major in engineering or one of
the physical sciences.
*Environmental
health
technician—obtains samples and
specimens of air, water, and food
for analysis. Two years of training,
either from a junior or communi
ty college or a technical school.
*Diagnostic medical sonographer
(also called ultrasound
technologist)—uses sound waves to
obtain pictures of the human body.
More than 80 programs throughout
the U.S. and Canada, ranging from
one-year hospital-based programs
to two-year community college
training.
*Cytotechnologist-- detects cell
changes pertaining to different
diseases. Two years of college, in
cluding 12 semester hours in
science.
*Nuclear medicine technologistuses gamma rays emitted by
radioactive isotopes to obtain
diagnostic information. More than
137 programs culminating in a cer
tificate, two year programs leading
to an associate’s degree, or four
year programs yielding a bachelor’s
degree.
*Perfusionist-- operates heart-lung
machine that takes over for the cir
culatory system during surgery.
More than 20 accredited training
programs in perfusion lead to a cer
tificate, an associate’s degree, or a
bachelor’s degree.
The career prognosis for the
future: excellent.
This article by Bob Weinstein appeared in the Business Week’s
Guide To Careers.

character is the most dominant in
the play.
Big Mamma was played by Bar
bara Blossom. Her character was
very well developed but she had her
back to the audience on several oc
casions. This made it very difficult
to hear.
Brick is played by Stephen
Burleigh. Burleigh must walk the
stage throughout the play in a full
leg cast.
Burleigh is a veteran of several
TV shows. He has appeared as a
co-star on The Six Million Dollar
Man and Charlie’s Angels as well
as running roles on other
programs.
Margo Skinner plays Maggie.
She is also a TV veteran. She has
played three different roles on the
soap operas Another World and in
several PBS-TV programs.
The play takes place entirely in
Brick and Maggie’s bedroom. The
set is modern with furnishings that
could be found in almost any
modern bedroom.
The only exception to this is the
bar cabinet. Throughout the play
Brick drinks about 2 full bottles of

UIC, continued from P. 8
I gained important marketing
skills, interacting with managers
throughout the company. Presen
ting the results of this project to the
division’s president and his staff
not only developed my oral skills
but enhanced my self-confidence as
well.”
Companies Reactions
The participating companies are
very pleased with the program too.
According to John Brown, vice
president in charge of strategic
planning at Associates Commer
cial, the program has worked well
for his company.
UIC was created in 1982 with the
merger of the Chicago and the
Medical Center campuses of the
University of Illinois. Today, UIC
has 15 colleges and schools offer
ing undergraduate, graduate and
professional programs in health
sciences, the humanities, fine arts,
natural and social sciences,
engineering, social work, education
and business.
AIESEC, continued from P. 7
providing a business with a new
spirit and morale. This traineeship
exchange promotes the transfer of
management skills between
students, businesses and countries.
Therefore, AIESEC actively con
tributes to economic unity, interac
tion, cooperation and understan
ding between the member nations.
To companies, the AIESEC pro
gram provides a source of young,
highly motivated managerial talent.
The structure of AIESEC also
encompasses over 300 universities
and colleges in Europe. AIESEC
international is headquartered in
Brussels, Belgium and their overall
goal as Tom Wood, the coexecutive director of AIESEC at PC
stated: “is to provide international
ly minded managers in all countries
of the world to improve com
munications to work towards
peace.” By getting involved right
now you can help AIESEC achieve
all of these goals as well as grow
and learn from experience of being
involved with such a tremendous
student managed organization.
AIESEC needs students to help and
if you are interested in becoming a
part of this international fraterni
ty contact either Monica Loughran
or Tom Wood or just come to one
of the meetings... look for posters
for details. Get involved, it’s worth
the fun.

Margo Skinner and Stephen Burleigh as 'Maggie the Cat' and Brick in Trinity Rep's production of
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof by Tennessee Williams. (Phot by Ron Manville)
Scotch.
While the performance was ex
ceptional in most places, there was
something lacking. The set didn’t
look like it could be someone’s
room. There were no clothes lying
around.
There are several children in the
play. Their costumes are good but

their lines are very short and they
sometimes don’t look quite at ease
on the stage.
Cat On A Hot Tin Roof is a part
of the Trinity Repertory Com
pany’s Humanities Series.
There are humanities discussions
about the play on several occa
sions. Two have already taken

place and there are two more
scheduled for later this month.
Performances are Tuesday
through Saturday at 8:00 pm, Sun
day at 2:00 pm and 7:00 pm, and
selected Wednesday and Saturday
matinees at 2:00 pm. For reserva
tions and further information, call
the box office at (401) 351-4242.

bv Anne D’Andrea
The Providence College Poetry
series, sponsored by the Depart
ment of English, will be presenting,
“ A Reading of Two Old Friends",
Wednesday, Oct. 30, at 8 pm. in
Aquinas lounge.
Bill Tremblay and Jane Lunin
Perel, two spirited and distinctive
voices in Contemporary American
poetry, will be reading from their
many works.
William Tremblay is a widelypublished poet whose work has ap
peared in such magazines as The
Massachusetts Review, The
Chicago Review, The Greenfield
Review, Ironwood, Tar River
Poetry, The Midwest Quarterly,
The Cincinnati Poetry Review, The
Minnesota Review, Bluefish,
Chowder Review, Prism Interna
tional, Three Rivers Poetry Jour
nal, and scores of others.
He has three full-length volumes
of poetry published: Crying in the
Cheap Seats, University of
Massachusetts Press (1971). The
Anarchist Heart, New Rivers Press
(1977), and Home Front, Lynx
House Press (1978).
A fourth book, Second Sun:
New & Selected Poems, is for
thcoming from L’Epervier Press
(1985). It contains poems written in
Portugal where Mr. Tremblay
taught American Literature &
Culture at the Universidade de
Lisboa’s Faculdade de Lettras
under a Fulbright-Hays
lectureship.
In 1981, Mr. Tremblay studied
with M.L. Rosenthal at New York
University on a grant from the Na
tional Endowment for the
Humanities. Sincethenhehasbeen

writing reviews of contemporary
American poetry for Western
American Literature, The
Bloomsbury Review, Pikestaff
Forum, and The American Book
Review.
Born and raised in Southbridge,
Massachusetts, Bill Tremblay
received a football scholarship to
Columbia University but com
pleted his B.A. and M.A. in
American Literature from Clark
University. He holds an M.F.A. in
Creative Writing from the Univer
sity of Massachusetts where he
received honors as Student Teacher
of the Year (1972). He taught at
Springfield College for one year,
then accepted a position at Col
orado State University where he is
a tenured full professor, chair of
the Creative Writing Committee,
poetry and managing editor for the
Colorado Review (formerly the
Colorado State Review). He is a
member of many national profes
sional organizations.
Mr. Tremblay has read his
poetry throughout the United
States on college and university
campuses and at the annual
Portland Poetry Festival. As well,
he has performed an original
poetry theatre-piece entitled “What
Is That Country Standing Inside
You” at Ft. Collins and Boulder
Colorado.
William Tremblay is a 1985 reci
pient of the National Endowment
for the Arts Fellowship in poetry.
He is currently at work on a new
book of poems entitled Duhamel,
which was a finalist this year at the
National Poetry Series.
Jane Lunin Perel is also a wide-

ly published poet whose work has
appeared in such magazines as The
Massachusetts Review, The
Chowder Review, Colorado State
Review, Yankee Magazine, and
many others.
She has three volumes of poetry
published: The Lone Ranger and
the Neo-American Church (1975),
The Fishes (1977), and Blowing
Kisses to the Sharks (1978).
Her works have also appeared in
the following anthologies: In
troduction to Poets o f the Seven
ties, Working From Silence and
Ocean State Poets.
Her work is also forthcoming in
We Free Sinners and an anthology
of International poets translated in
to Italian by Alberto Versachi.
Born and raised in Newton,
Massachusetts, Perel received her
B.A. in English from the Univer
sity of Massachusetts and her M.A.
in Fine Arts in Poetry fromt he
University of Massachusetts.
Perel came to Providence Col
lege as an Associate Professor of
English in 1978. She is also the
director and coordinator of the
Providence College Poetry and Fic
tion Series and advisor of Pro
vidence College’s literary
magazine, The Alembic. She is a
member of the Poetry Society of
America and has read her poetry
throughout the United States.
Perel has two works in progress,
Blind Woman in the Rain, and
Returning to the Well.
The combination of these two in
novative and energetic poets should
be an enjoyable experience for all
who attend.

The Providence College Poetry Series
Presents "A Reading of Two Good Friends"

Wickenden Gate Theater Opens Fourth
Season with My Sister in this House
On the evening of October 25,
1985 the Wickenden Gate theatre
will open its fourth season with the
New England premiere of Wendy
Kesselman’s award winning play
My Sister in This House. The per
formances will be Friday, Satur
day, and Sunday evenings through
November 17, at 8:00 pm., at the
First Universalist Church, 250
Washington St., Providence.
This 10th production by WGT is
noted by its continuing traditions.
The play My Sister in This House

opened at The Actors Theatre of
Louisville as did WGT’s prior pro
duction of Talking With by Jane
Martin. The play is directed by two
Trinity directors, Peter Gerety and
Dan Van Bargan as were previous
productions. Peter Gerety is also
carrying on the tradition of being
an acting teacher to the members
of WGT, as were Melanie Jones
and Richard Kavanaugh. A new
tradition of performing shows at
the First Universalist Church con
tinues for a second production.

Not so traditional is the story
itself. Wendy Kesselman has com
bined fact and fiction to create a
sensitive and surprising story. This
tale of two sisters employed as
maids to an ill tempered Mistress
and her daughter is based upon an
actual incident which occurred in
1933 in LeMans, France. Within
this story of love and hate the au
dience is witness to a frightening
turn of events, but until you see My
Sister in This House you can only
guess what happens.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE
Smithfield. 232-6121. In Case of
in the Lotus, starting Oct. 2, con
Accident on Fri. Oct. 25 at 7:30
tinuing 10 consecutive Wed. 2-3:30
pm. in the Janikies Auditorium
pm . Subscription only. Call
Charles St. Playhouse, 250
311-3511 ext. 349.
Boylston St., Boston, MA
Brown University Leeds Theatre.
617-267-9022. Greater Tuna, star Elizabeth
Diggs Lecture, Oct. 31,
ting Oct. 8. Performances Tues.4:00
pm.; Alumni Hall, Con
Fri. at 8, Sat. at 6 and 9, Sun. at
ference on Quebec Studies, Oct. 26,
3 and 7:30
8:30-5:00; Field House Spirituali
Rhode Island Theatre, 600 Mt.
ty in Contemporary films: God's
Pleasant Ave., Providence. The
gester-- Woody Allens struggle
Wool Gatheer by William
with the meaning of Life, Death
Mastrosimone, Oct. 24-26, Nov. 9
and God, Oct. 25, 7:00-10:00.
in the Robert E. Will Theatre.
Roger Williams Park Museum,
C LU BS
785-9450.
Alias Stage 50 Alippo St., Pro by Jen LaTorre
vidence, 521-2312. Tonight We Im
provise by Luigi Pirandello, Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
Thurs.-Sun. nights at 8 pm Oct. St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
17-Nov. 10.
Every Wed. Tom Hines (DJ)
Every Thurs. Coleen Shea
Rhode Island College 456-8194.
Every Fri. Poor Boy
Performing Arts Series presents Sid
Every Sat. Second Ave
Casear’s World o f Comedy Oct.
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
26.
The Festival Ballet, 353-1129 or North Providence. 353-9790.
Every Sunday The Probers
6320. A Garland for Judy, Oct.
Every Monday The Name
24-25 at 8:00 pm. in Roberts Hall
Every Tuesday No Exit &
Rhode Island College.
Foreplay
Every
Wednesday Warm Missies
CONCERTS
G. Flagg's, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
433-1258.
Rhode Island Philharmonic 334 Providence.
Wed. Oct. 23 Nasty Habits
Westminster Mall, Prov. 831-3123. Ciliary's,
Providence Performing Arts 253-2012. 198 Thames St., Bristol.
Center 220 Weybosset St. Pro
To be announced
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor- Gulliver's,
Farnum Pike,
mation call 421-ARTS. Marvin Smithfield. 231-9898.
Hamlish, Oct. 27 at 7:00 pm. Air
Every Mon. Fallen Angel
Supply in concert Oct. 25 at 8:00.
Every Tues. Second Ave.
Tickets available at ticketron and
Every Wed. The Name
PPAC.
.'s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence Public Library presents J.R
273-6771
Magic Shows for Children, call Providence.
Every
Wed. Strut
521-7722 x 706 or 703 for info.
Every Thurs.-Sat. Touch
Channing Music Series, 849-7721. Kirby’s, Rt. 7, Smithfield.
Metropolitan Brass Quintet, Oct. 231-0230
26 at 8:00 pm. at Channing
Every Wed. English
Memorial Church.
Every Thurs., Fri., Sat. DJ for
the Dance Club
LECTURES
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence.
Rhode Island School of Design Wed. Oct.421-7170.
23 Parallel 5th w/
Museum Art o f India: The Jewel Duke Robillard

Elliot and John H. Weaver thru
A R T E X H IB ITS Oct.
25. Exhibit o f work by

by Christine Pari si

Bert Art Gallery, Biltmore Plaza,
Providence. 353-1723. Faces and
Figures: The Artist and the Human
Form.
Bell Gallery, List Art Center, 11
am-4 pm, Sat.-Sun. 1-4 pm. Love
for Antiquity- Selections from the
Joukowsky Collection, starts Oct.
12
Boston Museum of Science (617)
723-2500. China: 7000 yrs o f
Discovery thru Dec. 1.
Hunt-Cavanaugh Art Gallery, Pro
vidence College, lower campus. Ex
hibition o f Prints, Paintings,
Sculpture and Photographs by
Wellesly College Art Faculty, thru
Nov. 1. Mon.-Thur. 9:30 am-4:30
pm, 6:30 pm-9:00 pm; Fridays 9:30
am-4:00 pm
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat.
11:00 am- 4:00 pm; Sun. 1:00-4:00
pm Admission is $1.50 for adults,
50 cents for senior citizens and
students.
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:30 am-5:00
pm; Thur. 12:00-9:00 pm; Sun.
2:00-5:00 pm In the Shadow o f
Fugi thru Oct 27; The Art o f the
Dogon: Selections from the Hans
Guggenheim Collection thru Nov.
17. Masterpieces o f Indian Art,
thru March 2, Four Rhode Island
Collectors o f American Folk Art,
thru Nov. 17. Paul Strand-Time in
New England, thru Nov. 17, Fortyfive Alumni, thru Dec. 29.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.I.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 am-4:00 pm, Sun. 1:00-5:00
pm Exhibition o f paintings by
Howard Connolly, Rosamond D.

Japanese Artists-- Exchange Show,
Oct. 27-Nov. 15.
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. R I. Individual
Artists Fellowship Exhibition, Oct.
17-Nov. 7; Mon.-Fri. 9:00 am-4:00
pm; Sat. 11:00 am-4:00 pm; Sun.
2:00-5:00 pm
URI Main Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Mon.-Fri. 12-3 pm, Tues,Fri. 7:30-9:30 pm William Leete:
Paintings in gouache and watercolor Oct. 7-Nov. 1 Paul Diamond,
Inventory o f a Time Piece by Paul
Diamond thru Oct. 28; Gary
Perkins: New York City Sculpture,
Oct. 15-Nov. 5.

ON ST A G E
Art Ship Project, 36 Richmond St.,
Providence, 831-5640. The
Emperor Jones, Thurs.-Sun. Oct.
3-20.
City Nights Dinner Theatre, Ex
change Street, Pawtucket,
723-6060. Arsenic and Old Lace
beginning Oct. 4, every Fri. and
Sat.
Providence Performing Arts
Center, 220 Weybosset St., Pro
vidence 421-2997. For ticket infor
mation call 421-ARTS.
The Rhode Island Shakespeare
Theatre, The Swanhurst Theatre,
Webster St., Newport. 849-7892.
Trinity Square Repertory Co., 201
Washington St., Providence,
521-1100. Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,
by Tennessee Williams, Tues. Thru
Nov. 3 ,8:00 pm in the upstairs
theatre. The Marriage o f Bette and
Boo in the downstairs theatre. Oct.
11-Nov. 10.
Call Fr. McPhail’s office Mon. and
Tues. regarding $1.00 tickets to
Trinity Rep.
Brown Univ. Theatre, 863-2838.
Top Girls by Caryl Churchill Oct
24-27, Oct. 31-Nov. 3 at Leeds
Theatre.
Bryant College Theatre,

and Hubert Somlin
Thurs. Oct. 24 Wilson Blue & Blue
Root
Fri. Oct. 25 Groovemaster w/ Time
Junction
Sat. Oct. 26 The Shake w/ Kid El
Deen
Sun.-Mon. Oct. 20-Oct. 21
Comediac: Creeping Terror
Tues. Oct. 29 The One Word &
Certain Logie Wed. Oct. 30
Theif and BATW
Living Room, 273 Promenade St.,
Providence. 521-2520.
Wed. Oct. 23 FOCUS
Thurs. Oct 24 Miracle Legion,
What Now!
Fri. Oct. 25 Warren Zevon
Sat. Oct. 26 Cost of Living
Sun. Oct. 27 The Blasters
Mon. Oct. 28 The Minutemen
Tues. Oct. 29 The Blushing
Brides
Lupo's, 377 Westminster St.,
Providence.
Every Mon. Rizzz
Every Tues. Tom Keegan & The
Language
Every Wed. Max Creek
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Wed.-Sat. Oct. 23-Oct. 26 Celtic
Clan
Sun. Oct. 27 Bob Corey
Tues. Oct. 29 Tom Brennan
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed. Frank San
tos R-Rated hypnotist
Every Tues. Fiashback and 50’s
& 60’s Acapella performance
Every Thurs. Open Nite
Comedy-Amateur’s
Every Fri. and Sat. Comedy
Review-Professionals

ON SCREEN
by Jen LaTorre

Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Mon. and Tues. The Deer
Hunter &Fletch 6:30
Wed. and Thurs. The Children
of Lost Paradise
call for further show times
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
St., Providence. 272-3970
Camila 7:15 9:15

•— THE ARCADE, PROVIDENCE

Classifieds

TUESDAYS

S i3 rt tf/& weekendearly!

a 50's & 60's Acappolla performance
8 p.m. to midnight

T H U R S D A Y is College N

$2. cover

WEDNESDAYS & SUNDAYS

& C H E A P B E E R N IT I

v f t in n f lt t i
R-Rated Hypnotist
8 & 10 p.m.

$3. cover

THURSDAYS

N\t
oft.#
5 ^

OPEN MIKE
~S u Pe R ChLftP"

COMEDY NITS

\

New Comedians Welcome

l/ v. "

9 p.m.

plus ..

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

M cM s

COMEDY REVUE
l
V 'w

femember.njiutsdav starts .

trie VJfiekeitd..Aid The Frat House IM S

THE BEST DEAL A R O U W D !

No Cover

I

R.l.'s Original Comedy Show
9 & 11 p.m.

$3. cover

Reservation-, Suggested
For All Shows 274-0170

JOBS
Talent Scouts and Capitals. Excep
tional Students sought for new
company. “ Pilot” program 15
hour/wk. Great experience! Excep
tional income! Essential to have
strong interpersonal abilities, good
communication skill, and ability to
make personnel evaluation. If you
feel you have these skills, write
Pres., Polaris Enterprises Corps., 80
Indepence Ave., Quincy, Ma.
02169
Work in an exciting winter resort
environment and receive FREE SKI
ING privileges! you must be en
thusiastic and enjoy working with
the public. A wide variety of posi
tions open beginning December
15th. Application information
write: Personnel Dept. EE, Sugarbush Valley, Sugarbush Valley,
VT., 05674-9993
Social change phone canvaser P/T
hours, salary and commission. Call
between 5 and 9 pm. Ask for Todd.
521-1300.
MISCELLANEOUS
Professional Haircuts for PC
students $5.00. For an appointment
call Andrea at 865-3130. Day or
Night.
Looking for someone to share costs
of Basketball/Hockey coupon
booklet. I want just basketball
coupons. If you are interested in
just the hockey coupons. Call
Diane at 865-3213 or 295-1234.
APTS
For rent now and in September
beginning at $350. Call Cheryl
351-4547 or 274-0474.
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BOP NEWS
Saturday

Sunday
October 27th
’64 Hall
Showings: 8 & 10

October 26
Showings: 7 & 10
’64 Hall
All movies $1.00
Popcorn & Soda available

Travel presents...
A DAY TRIP
to
FANUEIL HALL
Saturday, October 26th
Ticket Sales in B.O.P. Office
Starting Wednesday, Oct. 23
Tickets $4.00
Buses leave Slavin at 10 a.m.

C o fle e h o u !

featuring a

DJ
Saturday, October 26
Tickets $5 — on sale in B.O.P. Office
Thursday 9:30-3:30
Friday 9:30-3:30
Saturday 1:00-4:00
M U ST HAVE DRIVER’S LICENSE
Only 21 and over
No tickets sold at door

Lecture Committee presents...

“ In Se a rch of
In the
'Last Resort
Tuesday
Oct. 29
9-12

W

A

L

A

A lecture by Ray McNally
Wednesday, Oct. 30th
’64 Hall • 8-10 p.m.
NOV. 1st -

Chipwiches

W

HALLOWEEN MIXER
featuring
“ TH E M ARSELS”
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PC Grad John Bowab
Learns The Facts o f L ife
Thirty Years Later

Editor's note: In an interview
with The Cowl, John Bowab,
who graduated fro m Pro
vidence College in 1955, related
his experiences at PC and his
path to success as director o f
such hit television programs as
Soap, W ho’s the Boss, and The
Facts of Life.
John Bowab entered Providence
College as a freshman in the fall of
1951. The d ose proximity of the
college to his home in Pawtucket,
the courses it offered and the cam
pus itself were factors which weigh
ed heavily in Mr. Bowab’s decision
to attend PC. “ Plus,” he added
“ they accepted me."
During his years at PC, Mr.
Bowab was quite active in a varie
ty of extracurricular activities.
Among other things, he was a
member of the Friar’s Club, the
Yearbook staff, The Pyramid
Players and Editor of The Cowl.
“ But most of my time was spent
on The Cowl and the Players,” he
noted. Mr. Bowab also wrote and
directed two musicals while at PC.
John Bowab graduated from PC
in 1955 with a B.A. in education.
Not surprisingly, his big career
break did not happen overnight. In
the interum, Bowab worked,
among other things, as a waiter, a
tutor in a private New York school
and a bartender. He also sold
women’s shoes at A.S. Beck, con
tact paper at Macy’s, and did
telephone sales.
Today, Bowab is a television
director who will, this season,
direct 22 of the 24 episodes of
NBC’s The Facts o f Life. Also on
agenda for this season is a major
Broadway-bound revival of Sweet

Charily starring Debbie Allen (the
dance teacher on TV’s Fame) and,
time permitting, he will be directing
episodes of TV’s Brothers and
Who's the Boss.
“ Undoubtedly,” says Mr.
Bowab, "a tv pilot or two in the
spring,” will also be upcoming.
Mr. Bowab explained that his
rise to the top has not been an easy
one.
"My (present) tv career is a result
of 20 years in the theatre.” Brief
ly, Bowab started in the mailroom
of Music Corporation of America
(MCA) in 1959, a job which he ob
tained "by looking under Music in
the White Pages.”
At the time, Bowab reflected, “ I
was trying to peddle my songs writ
ten alone or in conjunction with two
very t alented PC collaborators
Frank Barone and Tommy Green.
I did not realize that MCA was a
talent agency, but since I was on
the premises, I filled out an
employment application.”
Six months later, “ and
dramatically", Bowab added,
“they called me-I was at that time
broke. Mr. Bowab then “gallantly
sacrificed his creative urges for a
paycheck” with what he thought
would be a " flesh peddler position
in talent.”
However, MCA noted his col
lege and New York Equity Theatre
and Black friars work and put him
into production of industrial
shows-promoting live-Ford,
Motorola, and Zenith products.
“Alumni of those years in our
shows included Carol Burnett,
Valerie Harper, Linda Lavin and
Hal Linden,” he remembered.
"W hen MCA split its talent and
production entities, I joined the
Broadway firm of Fryer, Carr and

Harris and eventually producedand out of frustration I became a
theatre director,” Bowab reflected.
But, sensing the state of the
theatre in New York, Mr. Bowab
then looked to tv on the West
Coast. After a year and a half of
observing other directors, he was
offered his first tv show Soap.
In retrospect, Mr. Bowab feels
that “a New England work ethic
fostered at PC and my immigrant
parents contributed greatly” to his
success.
“ When I was at PC, we had no
theatre. We shared Harkins Hall
with basketball and whatever... we
were just forced to im
provise... supply our own talents
and tools.
Mr. Bowab also stated that, "l
always suffered in my early NY
years from a complex of not hav
ing serious theatre training, but all
worked out when years later, those
days at PC came in useful at sum
mer stock..."
This apparently seems to be true
in light of Mr. Bowab’s truly suc
cessful career. Bowab has produc
ed and/or directed several versions
of Sweet Charity and Mame in the
theatre, and on the road, Mr.
Bowab has directed over 120 shows
including most of Neil Simon’s; An
Evening with George Burns and
Carol Channing and Same Time
Next Year.
Mr. Bowab has directed over
100 television shows including
Soap, Benson, It’s a Living, It
Takes Two, Who’s the Boss, and
The Facts o f Life.
" I've led a great life,” Bowabs
said in conclusion. “ I honestly
believe I’ve only touched the tip of
whatever I’m supposed to do in
life- but the tip is a lonely one for
the time being.

K o f C Volleyball Tournament

Spikeasies Volley their Way to the
Championship to Benefit the MDA

John West and Tim Crafts,
chairmen of the Knights of Colum
bus Youth Committee, organized
a volleyball tournament this past
weekend to benefit the kids of the
Muscular Dystrophy Association
(M.D.A ).
Each year the Youth Committee
sponsors events to bring aid to the
children in the community.
Twenty-four teams entered the
tournament.
The first, and qualifying round,
was held on Saturday afternoon
from noon-6pm.
On Sunday afternoon, the twelve
winning teams competed in an at
tempt to advance to the champion
ship match.
The Spikeasies and Sweetness
were the two teams to make it to
the title game. The Spikeasies won
three games to one.
The members of the team will
receive t-shirts. Sweetness, the
runners-up, will receive $50 worth
of pizza from Domino’s Pizza.
Thanks to all of the teams, the
tournament was extremely suc
cessful and raised close to $500 for
M.D.A.
John West and Tim Crafts
would like to thank everyone who
helped make the M.D.A.
Volleyball Tournament such a
success.
Among those who helped put the
tournament together were Jerry
Alaimo, Dick Bagge, Jane Farley,
Kim West, fellow Knights, the

Residence Board, the sponsors, and
of course the 24 participating
teams: Kelly’s Heroes, Road War
riors, Big Brothers and Sisters
CEC, The Cowlers, Italian Club_,
Congress Slammers, Shamrocks
(Class of '87), K of C, Dumbells,
AIESEC, Sweetness, Stacks and

Queues (Computer Club), Doolies,
Shotguns, Sue Sylvester’s Team,
The Elites, No-Names, The
Chosen, Bubba’s Crew (the
R.A .'s), BOP, Quincy Street
Marauders, Spikeasies, and The
Link.

Television director John Bowab graduated from Providence College
in 1955. " A New England work ethic fostered at PC” contributed
greatly to his success, he stated.

"Ya Shoulda Learned
to Play the Guitar..."

Fight MS and Bring MTV to PC
by Patty Filippelli
Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) is a nationwide
program which began last year. It’s
dual goal is to raise money for the
researching of a cure for multiple
sclerosis (MS), by the active sup
port and participation of college
students, and at the same time to
educate students about multiple
sclerosis.
Multiple sclerosis is a
nonhereditary, noncontagious,
degenerative disease of the central
nervous system. Hardening of
tissue occurs throughout the brain
and/or spinal cord causing
disfiguration and affecting
mobility.
It occurs without a known cause
in young people, mostly within the
age bracket of 18 to 54 years.
Not to be confused with
muscular dystrophy and related
diseases supported by “ Jerry’s
Kids,” MS has many more victims
and over 200 new diagnosed cases
every week.
Because MS is such a “young
disease” , Susan Lester (New
England Campus Manager) sug
gests that college students be utiliz

ed for their intelligence and
liveliness of age in helping to find
a cure for the disease. Students
should be made aware of this
disease, Lester feels, which affects
people within their age category.
There are 150 colleges and
universities involved with SAMS.
Each one of these institutions has
a campus manager who organizes
campus fund raisers and repre
sents their establishment at
4-day training conference. Bob
O’Connell, Providence College
campus manager, has organized
upcoming events at PC to raise
money for multiple sclerosis
research.
Among these events are a "kick
off party” for contestants who will
compete in the “ Rock Look Alike”
Lipsink Contest, and a “ Heart of
Rock-n-Roll” fund raiser. Both of
these events will take place in
February and early March .
SAMS has a joint program with
MTV. The national lipsink contes
tant who has raised the most
money will be videotaped at MTV.
The campus which has the most
money will have a video taped on
campus and played on MTV.
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Jefferson and Washington May be Challenged...

PC Junior Runs for Constitutional Convention
by Lauren Benson
Scott Avedisian, a PC junior, is
an official candidate for the Rhode
Island State Constitutional Con
vention. A political science major,
Avedisian hopes to be among the
100 delegates chosen and charged
with a very important task. They
will “ update, modernize and
rewrite the constitution of the state
in an attempt to deal with the pro
blems that face Rhode Island to
day,” stated Avedisian.
Avedisian began his “ political
career” while still a junior in high
school. In 1982, he was appointed
to be a United States Senate page
to the honorable John H. Chafee
and spent six months working and
studying in Washington, D.C.
He then joined the staff of the
Rhode Island Senate Minority
Leader Lila M. Sapinsley and re
mained a staunch ally from
January of 1983-85.
Also in 1983, Avedisian manag
ed Eileen Haughton’s campaign for
the State Senate in Warwick.

The PC junior was retained by
minority leader Jonathan K. Farnum, and this past May, he joined
the staff of the United States
Senate Republican Conference on
a one month special project basis.
In 1984, Avedisian was elected
the youngest member of the Rhode
Island delegation to the Republican
National Convention in Dallas,
Texas. He has received political as
well as academic recognition in
cluding special recognition from
Reagan-Bush '84.
Currently, Avedisian is an assis
tant court aide in the Rhode Island
family court.
As a member of the Constitu
tional Convention Delegation,
Avedisian would directly par
ticipate in the amendment of the
state constitution, a basic docu
ment that spells out the workings
of state government. State Con
stitutional amendments have been
made since the early nineteenth
century with limited success, the
forty-second of these giving the
voters right to a convention every

Restaurants on Review:

ten years.
The 1985 convention will be the
first of a nonpartisan nature and
will be “ an open, unlimited con
vention which will consider
whatever constitutional revisions or
amendments it wishes to address."
Any issue approved by the conven
tion will be submitted to voters for
general election on November 5,
1985.
In order to qualify as one of the
one hundred candidates from each
of Rhode Island’s voting districts,
the candidate must be a registered
voter in possession of fifty
verifiable signatures. As this is a
nonpartisan election, there are no
party labels.
Having resigned as chairman of
Rhode Island Young Republicans
because he felt that a candidate for
the convention “should be far
removed from the day to day
politics of the city,” Avedisian is
now a formal candidate. His cam
paign is led by a “ pleased and
delighted” former Senate Majori
ty Leader, Lila M. Sapinsley.

T.G.I. Fridays...
A Great Place to Celebrate the Weekend
by Nancy C. Vunic
If what you are looking for is a
conveniently located place for fun,
fast service, and a menu that is long
enough to make you feel as though
you have just sat down to study;
then T.G.I. Friday’s, in West War
wick, is the place to go.
Located directly off of I95's ex
it 10, on Centerville Road, T.G.I.
Friday’s is worth the 15 minute trip
from campus to a destination

which is filled with atmosphere.
The moment that you step
through the doors, you will know
exactly what to expect, as a glance
around greets you with Tiffany
lamps and dark wooden tables
which set the appropriate mood for
the establishment.
My guests and I were promptly
seated and faced with a menu
which included entrees varying
from simple sandwiches, to exotic
Mexican and Chinese dishes, to
more standardized beef, chicken,

and pasta choices.
My party decided to begin by
sharing three of the appetizers:
fried zucchini, bacon-broccolicheese potato skins, and the cheese
and bacon potato skins, all of
which were served in very hearty
portions. This first course was serv
ed quickly and piping hot, but pro
ved to be a bit disappointing, as the
zucchini tended to be rather greasy,
and the “skins” on the dry side.
T.G.I. Friday’s entrees include
the choice of soup or a salad, the
option of selecting an accompani
ment from a side dish and all are
served with an onion ring and garlic
bread. I myself chose the salad with
House dressing, which happens to
be a flavorful Italian with Blue
Cheese sprinkled on top.
For my main dish I chose the
filet mignon and as a side dish I
selected the oriental rice. The por
tions were tremendous, but the
$12.50 piece of beef tended to be
tough and dry, and the rice lacked
any real flavor.
By the time it came for dessert
to be served, we were all far too full
to even consider ordering anything,
or to sit for another ten minutes
reading the extensive dessert menu.
Although T.G.I. Friday’s food
is far from exceptional, the service
is prompt, the prices reasonable,
and the atmosphere is perfect if
what you are looking for is a place
to hang out, snack, and just have
a good time.
Excellent................................. ****
Good......................................... ***
Fair............................................. **
Poor.............................................. •

T.G.I. Friday's in West Warwick holds a fun filled atmosphere, a wide
variety of foods, and fast service. (Cowl photo by Chris Sahagian)

Food........................................ •*
Atmosphere.......................... •••
Service.......................................•••
Price........................................ **'A

A Healthy Attitude

by Nicki Hronjak

Most of us have been taught,
since the day we were old enough
to purchase our first candy bar,
what foods are good for us. (Un
fortunately, we discovered “good”
did not include that candy bar).
Researchers and parents preached
the four basic food groups that
comprise the nutritional bible.
We now n o w what we should
eat for general health. I am now
going to burden you with another
aspect of nutrition; it’s not only
what you eat, but what foods you
eat together that’s important. This
is one aspect of the concept refer

red to as nutrient bioavailability.
According to the experts at the
Human Nutrition Center at Tufts
University, this means the amount
of a specific nutrient that can be
absorbed and used. One factor that
influences bioavailability is the
combination of foods we eat
together.
In a recent column on iron, I
touched upon the subject. In the
article I explained that Vitamin C
helps the absorption of iron. Un
fortunately, the same concept can
work in reverse.
A surprising culprit involved in

the blockage of nutrients is fiber.
This may surprise you. Fiber has a
fault?
The fact is that the uranic acids
present in dietary fiber bind
calcium and prevent its absorption.
In response to malabsorption of
calcium, there is a continuous drain
of skeletal stores of calcium; this
results in the weakening of the
bones.
So, if you have a diet which is
high in fiber, as doctors and nutri
tionists have advised, you need
even more calcium than the daily
requirement of 800 to 1,400 mg.

Two major changes proposed by
Avedisian are bracketing the offic es of Governor and Lt. Gover
nor so the two work within a
uniform political party as well as
four year terms for each of the of
ficers. The candidate hopes to fur
ther a “ working for the common
good and spending less time on
partisan politics.”
He also proposes a Legislative
Code of Ethics in order to “ create
a deterrent that will discourage any
public official from acting in a
manner that will bring shame to
our state.” Along similar lines,
Avedisian calls for “ an indepen
dent redistricting commission, free
from political interests,” further
reducing “special interest spending
and projects,” Avedisian favors
“ line item veto (power) for the
governor," giving him the power
to “delete specific expenditures
from appropriation bills.” Also in
cluded in Avedisian’s platform is
his affirmation of the “living will,”
allowing mentally competent in
dividuals to decide their own fate
should they become terminally ill.

Get Spooked at
the March of
Dimes Haunted
House

The 92 PRO-FM/March of
Dimes Annual Haunted House will
be held at 101 Fletcher Avenue in
Cranston. Over a dozen visiting
GHOSTS, GOBLINS, and
STRANGE BEINGS will be
holding open house just for the
HOWL of it.
The Haunted Hause will open its
CREAKY doors to VIC
TIMS... eh... VISITORS October
18-31, 1985. Hours of operation
are: Sunday-Thursday 7-10 pm,
Friday-Saturday 7-11 pm. Closed
Monday October 21. The price for
admission is $2 for adults and $1
for children under 12.
Money raised through the 92
PRO-FM/March of Dimes
Haunted House will help save
babies in Rhode Island.
To get to the Haunted House
from Providence, take Plainfield
Street past the 1025 Club. Take a
left at the corner of Plainfield
Street and Fletcher Avenue. The
house is located on the left side.
If you want more information,
we DARE you to call 781-1611.

Thought for the week:

" Never go to a
doctor whose office
plants have died."

Erma Bombeck (1927- )

No
wonder
the p a y

ilousy,
is s o the
*u
benefits
are .
so great.
As a volunteer, you’ll get
to help America stand a little taller.
And you’ll stand a little taller
yourself. America needs your help
or we wouldn’t be asking. Your
community needs your help. People
eighteen or eighty: we don’t care as
long as you do.
VISTA is coming alive again.
Come alive with us. VISTA. Call
toll free: 800-424-8580. Or write
VISTA, Box A, Washington, D.C.

20525

VISTA
ol This Newspaper &The Adverrisii
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Wish It Would Forever yet Never End
Editor's Note: The following is the second in a series o f articles writ
ten by PC seniors about their junior year abroad.
Too straight but full of bends,
by Courtney Collins
Wish it would forever yet never end...
Lots of time and money to spend.
Many people and places to see,
Wish it would forever yet never end...
Politics on which no one can agree.
Loving people willing to teach,
Relaxed, but always in a hurry.
A church just too ready to send,
Living on Guinness and Cadbury.
Wish it would forever yet never end...
With the stresses comes the strain.
Lovely land but too much rain.
Learning a lot-- able to roam,
Strangers fast becoming friends,
A much better understanding of home.
Wish it would forever yet never end...
Joyce, O’Casey, Yeat, and Asking,
Forever searching and now finally grasping.
Where my ancestors have been,
Too
many deadlines with which to contend,
Yet here, am I Irish or American?
Wish it would forever yet never end...
No, Boston is not a state.
Buses that are always late.
Can't wait to get home-- don’t want to leave.
Warm pubs with a harp to tend,
The Irish, the wool and the stories they weave.
Wish it would forever yet never end...
Many goodbyes but nothing to say,
Remember with love on St. Patrick’s Day.
Too much time for some-- not enough for most, Trying
to smile but it’s all pretend,
Always time to become too close.
There’s no more time or money to spend
Stuck in the past-- forging ahead,
-it's
come
to an end.
Persecute the living--- worship the dead.

Pictured above is one of the many Abbeys scattered across the countryside of Ireland.

Doctor Diction Lectures
on the English Language
Keep Language Simple
by Doctor Diction
Orwell had a word for it, this ab
surd babelification of language: he
called it “ duckspeak.” A stage
beyond Newspeak, it was the
ultimate speech control, when the
larynx was disconnected from the
brain, and our talk became the in
decipherable quackery of Daffy
and Donald.
When I hear “words” like utilize
and utilization bandied about so
freely, I sometimes think we’re
rapidly quacking our way toward
duckspeak. Seriously, folks, what
goes on here? Would you even
remotely imagine yourself saying to
someone at a party, " 'Scuse me,
I have to utilize the bathroom?” Of
course you wouldn’t, because when
in a festive (i.e. normal) mood, the
graces of common sense and good
taste tell you to use the word use.
Problem is, use is only three let
ters and one syllable. Pity. No verb
so small can be tolerated by the fat
cats of professionalismdom. Like
Rube Goldberg at some linguistic
junk yard, they delight in
fabricating three syllable monsters
like “utilize” or five syllable freaks
like “utilization." Can you imagine
a Pentagon general or admiral
writing a memorandum that said,
“ We should use bombs on the
Lebanese?” (Remember, we did
bomb them first.) Of course not.
The memo probably went
something like: “ Indications have
determined that our uploaded
augmentation maritime personnel
should utilize appropriate protec
tive reaction responses.” No

ACR O SS
1 Shaw play.
”----- Barbara"
6 Insect stage
10 Smooth-talking
14 Guam's capital
IS Female lover
17 Something that
talks
18 ----- Park
19 Application item
20 ----- Aviv
21 Harbor fixtures
22 Sponsorship
25 Mend
27 Zodiac sign
29
33 A major crime
34 Bunch of buntings
35 Cadiz cheer
36 Racetrack parts
37 Strength
38
39 Compass point
40 Less refined
41 Actress ----- Evans
42 False teeth
44 Baseball h all-offamer
45 Patron

fVee.

f iw

Use words as if they were lean
muscles. They will ripple the flesh
of your sentences, and give heft to
your paragraphs. In the darkest
days of 1940, Winston Churchill
fortunately had never heard of
Pentagonese. He did not say to the
House of Commons, “ Our option
is to utilize defense personnel on
the parameters of the littoral...'
No. He said simply, “ We shall
fight on the beaches, we shall fight
on the landing grounds, we shall
fight in the fields and in the streets,
we shall fight in the hills, we shall
never surrendur.”
To paraphrase: We shall fight
“ utilization,” we shall fight “ im
pacting,” we shall fight “ interfac
ing,” we shall fight....

46
47
50
51
54
57
59
60

Bending readily
Impetuous
Party in it ia ls
Hobo
Extortionist, e.g.
Pan-fry
Come between
Creator of Ragged
Dick
61 "My goodness!"
62 Viewed
63 B illia rd stroke

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34

DOWN

37

1 " I Remember -----"
2 Excited
3 English novelist
(2 wds.)
4 Wallet item
5 Bob and ---6 Voicebox (slang)
7 Single
8 " ----- Joey"
9 Paris chum
10 Like wood
11 Take on cargo
12 Roman road
13 Jazz instrument
16 Large hawk
20 Musical notes

40
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57
58

God of love
Starter of a race
State capital
Again
Like many TV shows
Have origin
Sharpens
Larvae
Funeral ovation
(arch.)
Unit of e le ctric ity
Rhymes with Ida, in
old song
Certain
Party
Football player
School in Cambridge
Like elephants
Use a straw
Movie beauty
French cheese
Sounded
Deeds: Lat.
Mr. Tunney
Indians
Nothing more than
Home entertainers
Shoe width
"Casablanca"
pianist
----- jardiniere

FRESH FLO W ERS,

DRY ARRANGEMENTS, PUMPKINS,
VINE WREATHS, CIDER, A? PUS,
■Roses

£ o / ia «■ ]c U tfs tM C B M A C ., p L L 1-pViS
0 * 1 * U # d V i,
tA e f I a a m . a I

tooW-u.
j'AJe.r

W hen it comes to muffl
ing words, we are truely
'state of the art'."

for all your fall occasions:

Y^eVr
kFjJjbA*
»W"s
fjowA oor i»J tfckjg.

kv

“ bombs." No " use." No clarity.
No sense.
When it comes to muffling
words, we are truly “ state of the
art." Bombs aren’t bombs (unless
terrorists use them), theft isn’t theft
(when E.F. Hutton does it), killing
isn’t killing (when abortionists are
licensed). Hell, these days death
isn’t even death, and taxes aren’t
taxes.

50 Radcliffe Ave.

Providence, RI

02908
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SOCCER
O F F I C I ALS
Call:

Rhode Island Special Olympics
421-6037

S p e c ia l
O ly m p ic s
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Feast of
St. Simon & St. Jude
(Apostles)

ATTENTION
FRESHMEN

Monday,
October 28, 1985

Time Management
Workshop

St. Thomas Aquinas
Priory Chapel
4:30 p.m.
M ass and Sung Vespers

All members of the College Community — Faculty, Staff
and Students — are invited to join with the Dominican
Fathers and Brothers in celebrating this feast.

“ Are you making efficient
use of your time?”
Group Workshop Led by Two
Upperclassmen
DATES: Wednesday, October 30
TIMES: 2:30 p.m. ■ 3:30 p.m.
LOCATIONS: Slavin 103
OR
DATES: Tuesday, November 6
TIMES: 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
LOCATIONS: Slavin 103
REFRESHMENTS!
Sign up in the Student Development Center - Slavin 209

Job Search/Placement Service
Slavin 105

"/ do n o t believe th a t sheer suffe rin g teaches. I f suffer
ing alone taught, all the world would be wise, since everyone
suffers. To suffering m ust be added mourning, understanding, patience, love, openness, and the willingness to re
main vulnerable."

P R O V ID E N C E C O L L E G E
Providence, Rhode Island 02918 — 401-865-2305

ATTENTION ALL SENIORS!
CAREER RECRUITMENT SCHEDULE TOR NOV., DEC.
NCR
November 1

RAYTHEON
November 18

UARCO
November 5

AU DIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATION
November 19

PRICE W ATERHOUSE
November 6

MURPHY & CO.
November 20

CATHOLIC UNIV. LAW SCHOOL
November 6

G R O S S M A N 'S AUDIT
November 21

DELOITTE H A SKIN S SELLS
November 7

U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR
November 22

U. OF CONN. M.P.A. PROGRAM
November 7

IBM SU B M AR IN E S Y ST E M S DIV.
December 3

LAVENTHOL & HORWATH
November 8

CIA (CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AG.
December 3

N SA (NAT'L SECURITY AGENCY
November 12

C HASE MANHATTAN BANK
OPERATIONS MGNT PROGRAM
December 3

ERNST & WHINNEY
November 13
C HASE M ANHATTAN BANK
CONTROLLERS PROGRAM
November 15

PEAT M ARW ICK MITCHELL
November 14
ARTHUR YOUNG
November 5

PLEASE CHECK JO B SEARCH/PLACEMENT SERVICE
SLAVIN 105, FOR DETAILS

-ANNE M0RR0W UNDBERG
Hour of Gold, Hour of Lead

The Counseling Center and the Chaplain's Office are again
coordinating a peer-support group for students who have
recently experienced the loss o f someone close to them
— a parent, a grandparent, a brother, a sister, a friend.
The purpose o f the group is to help students to gain a bet
ter understanding o f the grieving process, provide an outlet
to share feelings and provide support to one another.

If you are interested in being involved or knowing
more about the group, please contact:
JACKIE K. M ACKAY - COUNSELING CENTER
SLAVIN 209 • 865-2343
OR
FR. ADRIAN DABASH - CHAPLAIN’S OFFICE
SLAVIN 116 • 865-2216
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The Los Angeles Lakers Are
More Than Just Basketball

The Basketball Season is finally
here! It has been three long
months since we saw any of “ The
World’s Greatest Athletes” work
their miracles above the rim. Three
months since Michael Jordan has
stuck his tongue out in preparation
for one of his rim-splitting dunks..
Three long months since we heard
of the Round Mound of Rebound.
Three months since the Celtic’s lost
the World Championship in the
sixth game.

Gregory
Corcoran
However, it has been three short
months since we heard Kareem
promise to retire. Three short
months since we saw Earvin (I
refuse to call him Magic.) Johnson
slap the ground and wonder how
he could have traveled.
I’ve got to stop being so subtle
so I will lay my cards out on the
table. I hate the Lakers! The
Lakers are everything I loathe when
it comes to sports. They are formfitting royal purple basketball
shorts. They are dancing Barry, a
shakey man who dresses in white
and gets paid for having a fit in the
aisles of the forum. The forum,
that’s another thing. How come
you pay for seats which are a foot
ball field’s length from the court.
The Lakers are not basketball
as much as they are an entertain
ment phenomenon. Dancing Barry,
the Lakorettes, Coop-A-Loops,
and Goggles, not one of those
Laker trademarks belongs on a
basketball court.
Magic (I hate this name) has a
radio station. Kareem has a book.
Worthy has Kareem 's goggles.
Nobody on this team can truly

represent basketball because they
do not live basketball. How can
people like this team.
That’s another thing, the fans.
Who are those people. They come
to the games 1/2hour late and leave
in the third quarter. On average
they are at the game for only one
hour of a two hour game. Why do
those people need all of those
attractions?
Furthermore, why are stars, like
Jack Nicholson so attracted to this
team. What do they know about
basketball? This man gave the
choke sign to the Boston Celtics on
national TV two years ago. The
Celts proceeded to take the series
in 7 games. There’s a man who
knows his sports.
All of this goes to prove that the
Lakers do not really belong in
basketball. However, now we come
to the real reason that I most hate
Lakers for. In spite of this they are
always good.
In spite of a coach who looks like
an advertisement for Brylecream,
they are good. In spite of Dancing
Barry, the Lakorettes, and Jack
Nicholson, they are good. In spite
of their form fitting shirts, they are
good. In spite of a power forward
who looks like Dracula, they are
good. In spite of a back up center
who looks like a pipe cleaner, they
are good. In spite of all distrac
tions, they are good.
What is even worse is that they
are as good as the Celtics. The
Celtics have no distractions. They
live and breath basketball. They
believe that the only entertainment
is the game itself. These two teams
are equal.
For two years in a row we have
watched these teams come to a
draw in their head-to-head com
petitions. This is why I hate the
Lakers! Well it’s good to get that
off of my chest, sorry to burden

you with all of that.
After watching Rick Pitino con
duct his basketball-for-tots mid
night practice last Monday I have
a few of my own observations.
First, if nothing else, Pitino has
brought much needed excitement
and public interest back to the PC
basketball program. He conducts
John Thompson type practices but
without the paranoic backdrop.
Secondly, last year in the cham
pionship game between
Georgetown and Villanova we
witnessed an exhibition of in
telligence and cool headed performance under pressure. When
Georgetown was losing in the wan
ing moments, Reggie Williams had
the presence of mind to knock the
ball out of bounds in order to stop
the clock after a made basket. This
sort of clutch thinking has been
missing from our own program for
some time.
Under Pitino, with his emphasis
on situation drills, I think that we
can look forward to a pressure con
scious attitude descending upon the
Providence Friars.
Thirdly, does a team of Steve
Wright, Harold Starks, Pop Lewis,
Darryl Wright and Bryan Benham
(dunkers all) excite anyone else on
this campus. Pitino’s run-gun-andpress game plans should bring out
the best of these five players. In ad
dition, Billy Donovan should
emerge as the passing wizard he
was in high school where his team
had the same offensive philosophy.
Finally, after taking into account
1) off-season workouts 2) the new
coach 3) the intensity the team has
already shown, I am predicting a
15 win season and 6th place in the
Big East, the highest we ever will
have finished including the year
there were only 6 teams. Let’s go
Friars!

Don't Take a Gamble...

Jimmy Hughes controls puck during P C 's 3-2 exhibtion victory over
Merimack Monday.
a few seconds of each other. Their
* CROSS COUNTRY
respective times of 20:04, 20:08 and
(Continued from p. 20)
20:09 brought them over the line in
*Frame came in 16th place. The 28th, 29th, and 30th places. Katie
final team member to break 19 Dowling and Jennifer Rush ran
minutes on the course was strong races as well. Their respec
sophomore Cheryl McGowan.
were 20:23 and 20:31.
McGowan finished just 6 seconds tiveThetimes
girls continue to put in the
behind Frame for 17th place.
Freshman Jessie Cancro ran a miles to prepare for their toughest
19:45 for 23rd place. Janet competition- the Big East Cham
Magner, Wendy Bruer and Piper pionship in Franklin Park next
Faulkner completed the race within Saturday.
★ FOOTBALL
was a penalty on PC and the Friars
(Continued from p. 19)
had to settle for a 39 yard field goal
end of three quarters the Friars led
by junior kicker Bill Giblin.
23-8.
It was obvious in this game that
In the fourth quarter Joe
the Friar offense has improved
Sanguilo, the second leading rusher
markedly
since the first game of the
for the game with 88 yards on 8
year. PC was able to move the ball
carries, blew up the middle aided
at will and managed to put the ball
by a crushing block from Kevin
in the end zone 4 times. The
Nolan for a 41 yard touchdown run
defense played tough once again,
putting the Friars up 30-8. It was
as they have all year reeking havoc
the defense’s turn to score next, as
or the opposing teams ground
Scott Radley a sophomore defen
game, forcing them to pass and
sive back intercepted an errant
dominating the line of scrimmage.
pass, and scampered 30 yards for
a touchdown. Unfortunately there

LIVE IN
PROVIDENCE

Vvtien Choosing a Tuxedo for Your Junior Ring
Weekend. Any Special Occasion...Come to the
Experts at
0 OUR PLACE

DAVID
BRENNER
November 1 at 8:00 PM
T IC K E T S S I 3.50 and $15.50

SPYRO
GYRA
November 2 at 8:00 PM
T IC K E T S SI 2.50 and S14.50

A NIGHT WITH
WBRU

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT:
PROVIDENCE PAC BOX OFFICE - 421-2787
TICKETRON OUTLETS
TELETRON (401) 331-0991

brian alden
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Friar Sports Specials
Cross Country Shoots
For Big East Title

Providence College’s cross coun
try team will be shooting for their
sixth Big East Championship in
seven years this Saturday afternoon
at Franklin Park in Boston. The
Friars will attempt to defend their
title against eight conference rivals.
Andy Ronan (a native of New
Ross, Ireland) and Michael Capper
(a native of Liverpool, England),
co-captains of the 1985 squad, will
be leading the Friars. Ronan was
second to teammate Rich O’Flynn
in both the Big East and the IC4A
Championship last season. He was
also one of four Providence par
ticipants in the NCAA’s and end
ed up 30th. Capper, who attained
his personal bests in all distances
from the 800m to the 5000m in
1984, came in 8th place at the Big
East Championship last season.
In 1984, Providence regained
possession of the Conference
Championship as they came up
with a fine performance to capture
the sixth annual event running
ahead of defending champion
Villanova. With a winning total of
34 points, PC was led by the record
breaking performance of Richard
O’Flynn who covered the five mile
course in 23:35.8. In addition to

Ronan’s second place showing and
Capper’s 8th place finish, Jim Zimmerly ended up ninth and Ed
Hanratty thirteenth for the Friars.
Currently, the Friars are 7-0 and
ranked #1 in New England. Their
*1985 unblemished season raises
their overall undefeated dual/tri
meet s treak to an incredible 125.
Providence hasn’t lost a dual/tri
meet since Richard Nixon was
president of the United States.

Dormitory Coupon
Booklet Contest
What dormitory on campus real
ly backs the Providence College
Friars? Well, now we are going to
find out. A contest is about to
begin to determine what dormitory
with the most spirit but cash prizes
will be awarded. All you have to do
to be in this contest is purchase a
coupon book for PC home games.
The three dormitories with the
greatest sales will win cash prizes.
1st prize $200
2nd prize $150
3rd prize $75
Beside the fact that you will be
establishing the prestige of your
dormitory, you are also obtaining

a coupon book for all the home
games of this season, for only $40.
That is 38 home games-- 19 hockey
and 19 basketball. The price
averages out to about $1 a game.
You can join in the enthusiasm
watching our Big East and Hockey
East teams enter into competition
with some of the best. Here is a
chance to go out and be with your
friends and see the Friars in action.
For your convenience we will
come to your dormitory and sell
the coupon books. Look for
posters in your dormitory announ
cing our arrival. They will tell you
the date and time.

Basketball News
Practice Session
All regular season weekend prac
tice sessions will be open to
members of the Friar Front Court
Club. On Saturdays, Coach Pitino
will conduct a double session (run
ning from approximately 8:30 am
to 10:30 and 1:30 pm to 3:30) and
on Sundays a triple session will be
held (running from approximately
8:30 am to 10:30; 1:30 pm to 3:30
and 7:00 pm to 9:00).

Friar Football Routs
Manhattan 33-8
by Dave Beck
Once again Club Football has
shown its potential as a fine Divi
sion Three prospect by dusting off
yet another unworthy opponent.
The Friars took on the Manhattan
Jaspers demoralizing them 33-8.
Top performers on offense includ
ed seniors Pat Keelan, Pete Riebold
and Bill McNamara, and juniors,
Kevin Delane, Joe Sanguilo, and
Bill Giblin. For the defense, once
again linebackers Dave Deluca,
Paul Zarella and defense guard
John Schon led the effort which
held the Jaspers to a mere eight
points.
In the first quarter the Friars
opened the scoring with a twenty
yard field goal to take a 3-0 lead,
which they never relinquished.
That was all the scoring in the first
quarter for either team.
In the second quarter PC explod
ed for fourteen more points. Pat
Keelan, who gained 114 yards on
14 carries and led the Friars in
rushing, started the offense off well
on its second scoring drive of the
game. Starting from the 35 yard
line, Keelan broke out of the pack
for 18 yards to give the momentum
to PC Kevin Delane then took
over, completing a 21 yard pass to

running back Pete Riebold. Kevin
Nolan capped off the 65 yard line
drive with an 8 yard touchdown
run.
But the offense wasn’t finished
yet. The Friars took possession of
the ball, after holding tough on
defense, at their own 42 yard line.
Once again the Friar passing attack
was on as Delane completed a 35
yard toss to tight end Bill
McNamara. This set up Mark
Tarpey, who rushed for 88 yards
on 11 carries, for the final 7 yards
needed for the Friars second
touchdown.
Manhattan, however, would not
lay down that easily and struck
back with Mike Bresslan’s 9 yard
pass to Kevin O’Keefe. Bresslan
kept the ball for the conversion and
the Jaspers found themselves down
17-8 at half time.
In the third quarter PC came out
passing. O.B. Kevin Delane
however, found it was better to
move the ball on the ground, when
he scrambled for 22 yards chalking
another 6 points up for the offense.
The conversation failed and at the
(Continued on p. 18)

Electrical Engineers...Computer Scientists...
Mathematicians...Language Specialists.

Coming Soon.
Unheard of
Career Opportunities
for a Few Select Majors.

The National Security Agency analyzes foreign
signals, safeguards our government's vital com
munications and secures the government’s massive
computer systems.
NSA's unique, thrde-fold mission offers you
unheard, of career opportunities. Here are just a few
of the exciting possibilities:
Electrical Engineering. Research and develop
ment projects range from individual equipments to
complex interactive systems involving micro
processors. mini-computers and computer graphics.
Facilities for engineering analysis and design
automation Aresjhong the most advanced anywhere.
[
Computer Science. Interdisciplinary careers in
clude systems analysis and design, scientific applica
tions programming, data base management systems,
operating systems, graphics, computer security and
networking—all in one of the world's largest com
puter installations.
Mathematics. Projects involve giving vitally im
portant practical applications to mathematical con
cepts. Specific assignments could include solving
communications-related problems, performing longrange mathematical research or evaluating new
techniques for computer security.
Language Specialists. Challenging assignments
for Slavic, Near-Eastern and Asian language majors
include rapid translation, transcription and
analysis /reporting. Newly-hired language specialists
may receive advanced training in their primary
language(s).
In addition to providing you with unheard of chal
lenges, NSA offers a highly competitive salary and
benefits package. Plus, you’ll have the chance to live
in one of the most exciting areas of the country—
between Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Md.
Sound good? Then find out more. Schedule an in
terview through your College Placement Office or
write to the National Security Agency.
NSA will be on campus November 12, 1985. Bbr
an appointment, contact your placement office.

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN: M322(N)
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000
U.S. Citizenship required.
An equal opportunity employer.
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Providence College is an active
member of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

SPORTS

Men's Cross Country Triumphs
At Eastern Championships

by Paul Weller

PC Captain Andy Ronan had
cause to celebrate on Saturday
night. He ploughed through
quagmire-like conditions, at the
Eastern Cross Country Champs in
Vermont, to achieve his first ever
individual title. His day was made
complete when he heard his team
had destroyed the opposi tion by a
clear sixty points and that his sister
was announcing her marriage for
the summer-what a day!
Ronan stamped his authority on
the race as early as the first mile,
reached in a nippy 4.33. By the
three mile stage his only company
was teammates Capper and
Tumbleton, plus a rival from
UMASS. This same group remain
ed together through a fourth mile
of 4.32 at which point Ronan took

a quick glance behind him to
survey the situation. He didn’t like
what he saw, namely the sight of
Capper and Tumbleton on either
shoulder and with a devastating surge
reminiscent of the great Brendan
Quinn in his heyday, he opened a
huge gap that brought him home
seventeen seconds clear of Mike
Capper in 23.20. Irishman Kieron
Tumbleton enjoyed his best college
race to date with a 4th place finish
in 23.44, easily outsprinting a rival
from UVM. His astonishing improvment in speed is obviously due
to the countless hours he spent in
the gym working on sprint drills
with Coach Treacy.
Another to show improvement
was Mark Keller who rounded out
the count with a 7th place finish,
but Eddie Hanratty had trouble
with the conditions finishing 6th,

way below his usual high standard.
PC’s strength in depth was por
trayed through Jim Zimmerly
(9th), Irish Freshman John Allen
(19th), and Sean Keohane (25th),
but again the last words are saved
for a young freshman from Liver
pool, England............ John Evans.
Coach Treacy showed fine judge
ment by switching John to the J.V.
race in order to give him an easy
workout prior to next week’s BIG
EAST championships. The result
was never in doubt and the sight of
Evans sauntering clear in the
finishing straight brought a broad
smile to Treacy’s face. So ex
hilarated by his feelings of supreme
fitness, Evans began waving to the
crowd from as much as 400 meters
to the finish.........and remember,
this guy has been recruited as a
half-miler!!

Women’s Tennis Has Tough Week
Big East Championships This Weekend

“ The matches (against Brown
and Dartmouth) were not really a
let down,” stated Simpson. “ We
The focal point of the season for were supposed to lose and we real
the Women’s Tennis team has ar ly had nothing to lose in those
rived. The Big East Tournament matches.”
begins today and will run through
However, the team did rebound
Sunday at the University of on the final Saturday of the season
Villanova.
to rout Smith College by a 9-0
“The Big East Tournament is score.
what we have been waiting for,”
Simpson and Vellina Rhodes
said Kris Simpson, who plays won a tough doubles match 6-1,
number one singles for the team. 4-6, 6-2 in three sets to highlight the
“ We have all been building our victory. Simpson also won her
confidence towards the end of the singles match in convincing fashion
season."
as did the rest of the Lady Friars
And that confidence has not singles lineup.
been shaken even though the Lady
Providence was supposed to
Friars dropped two out of their last square off against Boston College
three matches to finish at 9-3 for last Sunday in preparation for the
the season. The Ladies lost close Big East Tournament, but the
matches to two very fine Ivy match was cancelled due to wet
League programs, losing 5-4 to courts. B.C. figures to be one of
Brown and 7-2 to Dartmouth.
the Lady Friars tougher opponents
by Kevin Sghia

in the tournament, along with
Syracuse as all three schools should
be in the running for first place.
“ If we had played B.C. we
would have known exactly what we
are in for,” Simpson said. “ We’re
sort of disappointed about the rain
out.”
Last year Providence finished a
surprising third in the Big East and
now Simpson and the rest of the
Lady Friars are looking to move up
in the standings.
“ I’ll be playing the same girl as
last year,” Simpson commented.
"I think the key thing to moving
up will be confidence.”
“The talent is there,” Simpson
added. “ I think our team has the
potential for reaching first in each
category.”
Now only the matches await.

This Week In Sports

Thursday, Oct. 24
Women’s Tennis Big East Championship at Villanova.....................................................................TBA
Field Hockey at Springfield............................................................................................................3:00 pm
Friday, Oct. 25
Volleyball vs. Temple/Syracuse at Hofstra.........................................................................4:30/7:00 pm
Women’s Tennis Big East Championship at Villanova.....................................................................TBA
Saturday, Oct. 26
Volleyball vs. Florida/Hofstra/William and Mary............................................11:00 am-3:00/6:00 pm
Women’s Tennis Big East Championship at Villanova.....................................................................TBA
Women’s Rugby at Boston College......................................................................................................TBA
Field Hockey vs. Boston University.............................................................................................11:00 am
Men’s Soccer at Brown.................................................................................................................... 7:30 pm
Men’s Cross Country Big East Championship at Franklin Park............................................ 12:00 pm
Women’s Cross Country Big East Championship at Franklin Park.......................................12:00 pm
Men’s Football....................................................................................................................Sunday, Oct. 27
Women's Soccer vs. Keene............................................................................................................. 1:00 pm
Women’s Tennis Big East Championship at Villanova.....................................................................TBA
Tuesday, Oct. 29
Women’s Soccer vs. UConn...........................................................................................................3:30 pm
Wednesday, Oct. 30
Men’s Soccer vs. Boston University............................................................................................... 3:30 pm
Field Hockey at Northeastern........................................................................................................ 3.00 pm

Logan and Maloney Top Field
In Women's Cross Country Meet

by Pauline Weller

This past Friday, the 18th of Oc
tober, the New Hampshire course
was beautiful and the weather nearperfect. Such was the setting for the
Women’s Cross Country team’s
first-and final tri meet of the 1985
season, in which PC’s 39 points
beat UConn's 48 points and finish
ed behind UNH’s 35 points.
Our two top runners used the

conditions to their advantage as
their awesome performances
indicate.
Tricia Logan was victorious over
the entire field of 3 tough inter
collegiate teams. She finished the
3.1 mile course in a time of 17:21.
Finishing a close second behind
Logan was Tina Maloney. Her se
cond place finish was only a mere
7 seconds behind her teammate.
These determined young athletes

from Ireland have consistently
finished in the team’s top positions.
The teams 3rd and 4th positions
have also been established by Nicki
Hronjak and Cheryl Smith. Hronjak finished 9th in the race with a
time of 18:23 and Smith finished
11th in 18:32.
Maura Frame, the talented
freshman from Chelmsford, Ma.
raced to a scoring time of 18:53.
(C on tinued on p. 18)

Bill Donovan driving to the hoop during the basketball team’s 12:01
a.m. practice.

Farren Tallies
Two Hat Tricks
For Men's Soccer

Northeastern and once again the
game was decided early. The Friars
scored three unanswered goals in
The men’s soccer team had a the
half. The Huskies were
very successful week as they scored neverfirst
able to get much going and
two convincing wins in preparation the result
was a 7-2 Friar victory.
for the season’s biggest game
Farren finished off a fantastic
against UCONN today. If the week
three goals and two
Friars are to have any shot at mak assists with
him a two game total
ing the Big East Tournament they of ninegiving
points.
Larry
must play their best against Hayes also had Sophomore
an excellent game
UCONN. The Huskies are once as he scored 2 goals
and
added
an
again rated as New England’s top assist. Pace and freshman Seamus
team.
scored the other two Friar
Last Wednesday, PC had an Purcell
goals. Tim Telford and Ron
easy time of it as they posted a 4-0 Geromini scored for Northeastern
shutout of Division II Stonehill. in a losing cause.
The Friars put Stonehill away easily
The Friars now go into this after
and early as they scored four goals noon’s game with some momen
in the first fifteen minutes and held tum as they have won two in a row
off their opponents the rest of the and five of their last six. The team
way. John Farren led the assault will play another big game Satur
with three goals and an assist.
night when they visit cross
Sophomore Rich Pace scored the day
rival Brown. If the team stays
other goal and Tim Driscoll chip town
hot both of these games could be
ped in an assist.
interesting
as well as exciting.
This past Saturday PC faced
by Patrick Nero

Women’s Rugby Continues
String of Shutouts
Ties Bridgewater
Defeats Brown
by Michelle Cleante

The Women’s Rugby Club
played two tough matches this
weekend, bringing its record to
2-0-1. On Saturday the team travel
ed to Massachusetts to play an ag
gressive game in the rain against an
evenly-matched Bridgewater State
squad.
The PC ruggers played well and
managed to hold off a couple of
close offensive attacks by
Bridgewater. The match ended in
a 0-0 tie.
On Sunday, the club was hosted

by Brown University. It was a
hard-hitting affair, and the PC
players were able to capitalize on
their domination of play
throughout the game. Forward
Eileen Barron scored a try midway
through the first half, giving PC a
4-0 lead. Later in the second half,
Eileen passed off to backfield
player Suzy MacLelland, who ran
in the second try. The game ended
in an 8-0 PC shutout; the team has
not been scored upon yet this
season.
The club will travel to Boston
College next Saturday.

